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WITH SUGGESTED PAIRINGS

CONFIDENTIAL

PLEASE NOTE: As specifications may change during the production process, these preliminary renderings are intended to show a 
general representation of the original design intent. These visuals are confidential and are not to be published or posted. Thank you.



SKU: CLA-424-206A

DIMENSIONS: 0.0W x 0.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: 54in round clear mirror top. Metal base in 
Whisper of Gold 

FINISH:

SEMPER 5� ROUND

Whisper of Gold

Our reinterpretation of a mid-century modern tulip table makes an eye-catching statement in a dining room, kitchen or sunroom 
window. Originally designed to remove the clutter of legs under a dining table, this piece boasts a curved, stem-like metal base in 
Whisper of Gold. This version has a round, silver mirror top that is encapsulated in the metal base. Also available in Deep Bronze metal 
with a Bronze-tinted mirrored top. 



Whisper of Gold

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Barrel Roll
CLA-423-283

21W x 24.75D x 33H

Aero
CLA-023-531

68W x 20D x 30H

Reserved Seating
CLA-016-285

19.5W x 24D x 32.5H

Love Interest
CLA-021-681

74W x 19D x 39H

Reserved Seating
CLA-016-275

26W x 24.5D x 32H

Retrospect
CLA-424-293

22W x 22.5D x 30.25H



SKU: CLA-424-207A

DIMENSIONS: 72.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Oval clear mirror top. Metal base in Whisper of Gold

FINISH:

SEMPER �� OVAL

Whisper of Gold

Our reinterpretation of the mid-century modern tulip table makes an eye-catching statement in a dining room, kitchen or sunroom 
window. Originally designed to remove the clutter of legs under a dining table, this piece boasts a curved, stem-like metal base in 
Whisper of Gold. This version has an oval, silver mirror top that is encapsulated in the metal base. Also available in Deep Bronze metal 
with a Bronze-tinted mirrored top. 



Whisper of Gold

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Barrel Roll
CLA-423-283

21W x 24.75D x 33H

Retrospect
CLA-424-293

22W x 22.5D x 30.25H

Reserved Seating
CLA-016-285

19.5W x 24D x 32.5H

Aero
CLA-023-531

68W x 20D x 30H

Love Interest
CLA-021-681

74W x 19D x 39H

Reserved Seating
CLA-016-275

26W x 24.5D x 32H



SKU: CLA-424-208A

DIMENSIONS: 96.0W x 51.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: 96in  x 51in clear mirror top. Metal base in Whisper of 
Gold

FINISH:

SEMPER �6 OVAL

Whisper of Gold

Our reinterpretation of the mid-century modern tulip table makes an eye-catching statement in a dining room or professional office. 
Originally designed to remove the clutter of legs under a dining table, this piece boasts a curved, stem-like metal base in Whisper 
of Gold. This version has an oval, Silver mirror top that is encapsulated in the metal base. Also available in Deep Bronze metal with a 
Bronze-tinted mirrored top. 



Whisper of Gold

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Barrel Roll
CLA-423-283

21W x 24.75D x 33H

Aero
CLA-023-531

68W x 20D x 30H

Reserved Seating Arm
CLA-424-275C

26W x 24.5D x 32H

Reserved Seating
CLA-016-285

19.5W x 24D x 32.5H

Love Interest
CLA-021-681

74W x 19D x 39H

Reserved Seating
CLA-016-275

26W x 24.5D x 32H

Retrospect
CLA-424-293

22W x 22.5D x 30.25H



SKU: CLA-424-293

DIMENSIONS: 22.0W x 22.5D x 30.25H (in)

FEATURES: Metal frame in Whisper of Gold. Upholstered seat, 
outback and inside front. 

FABRIC: 2990-79CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RETROSPECT

Whisper of Gold

2990-79CC

Art and architecture come together in Retrospect’s eye-popping continuous line of tubular metal in Whisper of Gold that supports 
a cantilevered seat. Contrasting with the austere use of the metal frame are the tight upholstered seat, outback and inside front in 
comforting light taupe velvet.



Whisper of Gold

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2990-79CC



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Orbit Dining Table
SIG-023-201
60 dia x 31H

Semper 54 Round
CLA-424-206A
54 dia x 30H



SKU: CLA-424-214

DIMENSIONS: 78.5W x 20.0D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top and ends are Gray Onyx stone.  Four metal 
doors in Whisper of Gold with Bronze glass panel. Interior 
features an ajustable shelf behind each end doors and one 
adjustable self behind center doors. Interior finished in Seal Skin.

FINISH:

SOJOURN

Whisper of Gold

Sojourn gives off a 70s retro vibe with its “big look.” Immediately, your eyes are drawn to the large slabs of Grey onyx marble that 
create the legs and top of the sideboard. Inset into the stone frame are four metal doors that create Whisper of Gold frames for the 
inset Bronze glass front panels. Open the touch-latch doors to discover an interior finished in luxurious painted seal skin. There is an 
adjustable shelf behind each end door; and one adjustable shelf behind the center doors. 



Whisper of Gold

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Reserved Seating Arm
CLA-424-275C

26W x 24.5D x 32H



SKU: CLA-424-206B

DIMENSIONS: 0.0W x 0.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: 54in round Bonze mirror top. Metal base in Deep 
Bronze.

FINISH:

SEMPER 5� ROUND

Deep Bronze

Our reinterpretation of the mid-century modern tulip table makes an eye-catching statement in a dining room, kitchen or sunroom 
window. Originally designed to remove the clutter of legs under a dining table, this piece boasts a curved, stem-like metal base in 
Deep Bronze. This version has a round, Bronze mirror top that is encapsulated in the metal base. Also available in Whisper of Gold 
metal with a Silver-tinted mirrored top. 



Deep Bronze

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Barrel Roll
CLA-421-291

21W x 24.5D x 33H

Shelf Sufficient
CLA-422-443

65W x 16D x 30.5H

Orion
SIG-023-281

19.5W x 22.5D x 34H

Highs and Lows
CLA-021-682

84W x 18D x 32H

Foiled Again
CLA-021-211

80W x 18D x 34H



SKU: CLA-424-207B

DIMENSIONS: 72.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Oval Bonze mirror top. Metal base in Deep Bronze.

FINISH:

SEMPER �� OVAL

Deep Bronze

Our reinterpretation of the mid-century modern tulip table makes an eye-catching statement in a dining room, kitchen or sunroom 
window. Originally designed to remove the clutter of legs under a dining table, this piece boasts a curved, stem-like metal base in 
Deep Bronze. This version has an oval, Bronze mirror top that is encapsulated in the metal base. Also available in Whisper of Gold 
metal with a Silver-tinted mirrored top. 



Deep Bronze

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Barrel Roll
CLA-421-291

21W x 24.5D x 33H

Shelf Sufficient
CLA-422-443

65W x 16D x 30.5H

Orion
SIG-023-281

19.5W x 22.5D x 34H

Highs and Lows
CLA-021-682

84W x 18D x 32H

Foiled Again
CLA-021-211

80W x 18D x 34H

Vuelta Swivel
UPH-424-034-A

23W x 24.5D x 31.75H



SKU: CLA-424-208B

DIMENSIONS: 96.0W x 51.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: 94in  x 54in Bronze mirror top. Metal base in Deep 
Bronze

FINISH:

SEMPER �6 OVAL

Deep Bronze

Our reinterpretation of the mid-century modern tulip table makes an eye-catching statement in a dining room or professional office. 
Originally designed to remove the clutter of legs under a dining table, this piece boasts a curved, stem-like metal base in Deep 
Bronze. This version has an oval, Bronze mirror top that is encapsulated in the metal base. Also available in Whisper of Gold metal with 
a Silver-tinted mirrored top. 



Deep Bronze

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Barrel Roll
CLA-421-291

21W x 24.5D x 33H

Shelf Sufficient
CLA-422-443

65W x 16D x 30.5H

Orion
SIG-023-281

19.5W x 22.5D x 34H

Highs and Lows
CLA-021-682

84W x 18D x 32H

Foiled Again
CLA-021-211

80W x 18D x 34H

Vuelta Swivel
UPH-424-034-A

23W x 24.5D x 31.75H



SKU: UPH-424-034-A

DIMENSIONS: 24.75W x 24.5D x 31.75H (in)

FEATURES: Fully upholstered chair. Base finished in Almost Black. 
Memory swivel seat. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2990-79CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

VUELTA SWIVEL

Almost Black

2990-79CC

Dinner conversations will linger because your guests are so comfortable around your table. The Vuelta Swivel chairs are fully 
upholstered in light Taupe velvet with deep cushions and a softly curved back.  The chair sits on a conical base that rests on an 
Almost Black plinth. 



Almost Black

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2990-79CC



SKU: CLA-424-205

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 46.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Green Onyx stone top. Legs in plated Brushed Gold 
with Smoked Bronze glass insets. Table accommodates eight 
chairs.

FINISH:

THE NATURALIST DINING TABLE

Brushed Gold Green Onyx
Stone Top

This stunning dining table has nature as its focal point. It’s irresistible and provides an amazing backdrop for an exquisite 
tablescape curated with an artful collection of china, silver, glassware and decorative accessories. It is equally as beautiful set for 
a contemporary business meeting. The sleek Green Onyx top is positioned on contemporary, offset, Brushed Gold legs inset with 
smoked bronze glass adding an airy lightness to the table. At 100 inches long, it comfortably seats eight people for a sophisticated 
dining or meeting experience. Consider this awe-inspiring table not only for a dining room but business setting.



Brushed Gold Green Onyx Stone Top

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Apollo
CLA-023-281

20W x 22.5D x 36.5H

Dune
UPH-424-031-B

24W x 23.5D x 30H

Barrel Roll
CLA-421-291

21W x 24.5D x 33H

Champagne Side Chair
CLA-023-282

19.5W x 21.75D x 32.75H



SKU: UPH-424-031-B

DIMENSIONS: 24.0W x 23.38D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Fully upholstered chair. Exposed wood in Brushed 
Gold Paint. Casters for mobility. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21003-53CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

DUNE

Brushed Gold 
Paint

21003-53CC

Fashion-forward in form and function, this small-scale accent chair is perfectly sized to accompany a dining table, desk or vanity. 
Elegantly dressed in a green velvet fabric, it’s cinched in the middle with a horizontal wood band in a Brushed Gold Paint finish. Its 
concave front apron detail provides a distinctive finishing touch, while hidden casters make it easy to move.



Brushed Gold Paint

FABRIC:

FINISH:

21003-53CC



SKU: CLA-424-211

DIMENSIONS: 77.0W x 20.0D x 35.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top and trim finished in Brushed Gold Paint. Three 
doors with fronts in Zinc. Center door is touch latch and outer 
doors with pulls in Brushed Gold. Drawer fronts in Zinc. Center 
drawer is touch latach, outer drawers pivot open with Brushed 
Gold pulls. 

FINISH:

PIET

Zinc Brushed Gold 
Paint

Brushed Gold Orange Onyx 
Stone

Geometric shapes comingle in this oval sideboard with rounded ends. Harkening to Mondrian’s colorful squares and rectangles 
outlined in black, this piece uses Zinc-pained Asian hardwoods trimmed in Brushed Gold paint to create an abstract statement for 
any dining or living room. Three drawers are brushed in Zinc, trimmed in Brushed Gold Paint and finished with Brushed Gold metal 
pulls. Three slightly offset touch-latch doors follow the same colorways and materials. Further mixing the shapes on the piece, a slat of 
Orange Onyx stone divides the doors on the right. Each end opens outward – on the right, the drawer opens with the door. There are 
three adjustable shelves for inside storage. Bronze Gold rectangular see-through metal feet raise the piece dramatically off the floor. 
Due to the nature of the stone, color may vary from piece to piece.  



Zinc

FINISH:

Brushed Gold Paint Brushed Gold Orange Onyx Stone



Mariposa Swivel
UPH-424-132-A

35.5W x 33D x 33H

PAIRS WELL WITH...



SKU: CLA-019-203

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal base finished in Whisper of Gold. Flowing 
Sandstone top.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Whisper of Gold

Because not all dining rooms are created equal, there’s the Wish You Were Here table. An extraordinary example of organic luxe, it 
offers an ultra-impressive 100-inch tabletop of gray sandstone. Earthy tones meld with greiges and soft grays to create a visual that’s 
sleek and modern while still feeling warm and natural. A bold, open geometric base finished in Whisper of Gold creates a mix of 
materials and brings in the glamour. With a dining room table this stunning, you’ll hesitate to cover it!

Flowing 
Sandstone



Whisper of Gold

FINISH:

Flowing Sandstone



SKU: CLA-424-2011B

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal base finished in Whisper of Gold. Nero 
Marguia marble top.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Whisper of Gold Nero Marguia 
Marble

Because not all dining rooms are created equal, there’s the Wish You Were Here table. An extraordinary example of organic luxe, it 
offers an ultra-impressive 100-inch stone tabletop. A bold, open geometric base finished in Whisper of Gold creates a mix of materials 
and brings in the glamour. With a dining room table this stunning, you’ll hesitate to cover it!



Whisper of Gold

FINISH:

Nero Marguia Marble



SKU: CLA-424-2011C

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal base finished in Whisper of Gold. Crème 
Travertine top.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Whisper of Gold Creme 
Travertine

Because not all dining rooms are created equal, there’s the Wish You Were Here table. An extraordinary example of organic luxe, it 
offers an ultra-impressive 100-inch stone tabletop. A bold, open geometric base finished in Whisper of Gold creates a mix of materials 
and brings in the glamour. With a dining room table this stunning, you’ll hesitate to cover it!



Whisper of Gold

FINISH:

Creme Travertine



SKU: CLA-424-2011D

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal base finished in Whisper of Gold. Calacatta 
Luxe stone top.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Whisper of Gold Calacatta
Luxe

Because not all dining rooms are created equal, there’s the Wish You Were Here table. An extraordinary example of organic luxe, it 
offers an ultra-impressive 100-inch stone tabletop. A bold, open geometric base finished in Whisper of Gold creates a mix of materials 
and brings in the glamour. With a dining room table this stunning, you’ll hesitate to cover it!



Whisper of Gold

FINISH:

Calacatta Luxe



SKU: CLA-424-2012A

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal base finished in Brushed Deep Bronze. Flowing 
Sandstone top.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

Because not all dining rooms are created equal, there’s the Wish You Were Here table. An extraordinary example of organic luxe, 
it offers an ultra-impressive 100-inch stone tabletop. A bold, open geometric base finished in Brushed Deep Bronze creates a mix of 
materials and brings in the glamour. With a dining room table this stunning, you’ll hesitate to cover it!

Flowing 
Sandstone



Brushed Deep Bronze

FINISH:

Flowing Sandstone



SKU: CLA-424-2012B

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal base finished in Brushed Deep Bronze. Nero 
Marguia marble top.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

Because not all dining rooms are created equal, there’s the Wish You Were Here table. An extraordinary example of organic luxe, 
it offers an ultra-impressive 100-inch stone tabletop. A bold, open geometric base finished in Brushed Deep Bronze creates a mix of 
materials and brings in the glamour. With a dining room table this stunning, you’ll hesitate to cover it!

Nero Marguia 
Marble



Brushed Deep Bronze

FINISH:

Nero Marguia Marble



SKU: CLA-424-2012C

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal base finished in Brushed Deep Bronze. Crème 
Travertine top.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

Because not all dining rooms are created equal, there’s the Wish You Were Here table. An extraordinary example of organic luxe, 
it offers an ultra-impressive 100-inch stone tabletop. A bold, open geometric base finished in Brushed Deep Bronze creates a mix of 
materials and brings in the glamour. With a dining room table this stunning, you’ll hesitate to cover it!

Creme 
Travertine



Brushed Deep Bronze

FINISH:

Creme Travertine



SKU: CLA-424-2012D

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal base finished in Brushed Deep Bronze. 
Calacatta Luxe stone top.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

Because not all dining rooms are created equal, there’s the Wish You Were Here table. An extraordinary example of organic luxe, 
it offers an ultra-impressive 100-inch stone tabletop. A bold, open geometric base finished in Brushed Deep Bronze creates a mix of 
materials and brings in the glamour. With a dining room table this stunning, you’ll hesitate to cover it!

Calacatta
Luxe



Brushed Deep Bronze

FINISH:

Calacatta Luxe



SKU: CLA-424-2013A

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal base finished in Lightly Brushed Chrome 
Flowing Sandstone top.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Lightly Brushed 
Chrome

Because not all dining rooms are created equal, there’s the Wish You Were Here table. An extraordinary example of organic luxe, it 
offers an ultra-impressive 100-inch stone tabletop. A bold, open geometric base finished in Lightly Brushed Chrome creates a mix of 
materials and brings in the glamour. With a dining room table this stunning, you’ll hesitate to cover it!

Flowing 
Sandstone



Lightly Brushed Chrome

FINISH:

Flowing Sandstone



SKU: CLA-424-2013B

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal base finished in Lightly Brushed Chrome. Nero 
Marguia marble top.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Lightly Brushed 
Chrome

Because not all dining rooms are created equal, there’s the Wish You Were Here table. An extraordinary example of organic luxe, it 
offers an ultra-impressive 100-inch stone tabletop. A bold, open geometric base finished in Lightly Brushed Chrome creates a mix of 
materials and brings in the glamour. With a dining room table this stunning, you’ll hesitate to cover it!

Nero Marguia 
Marble



Lightly Brushed Chrome

FINISH:

Nero Marguia Marble



SKU: CLA-424-2013C

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal base finished in Lightly Brushed Chrome. 
Crème Travertine top.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Lightly Brushed 
Chrome

Because not all dining rooms are created equal, there’s the Wish You Were Here table. An extraordinary example of organic luxe, it 
offers an ultra-impressive 100-inch stone tabletop. A bold, open geometric base finished in Lightly Brushed Chrome creates a mix of 
materials and brings in the glamour. With a dining room table this stunning, you’ll hesitate to cover it!

Creme 
Travertine



Lightly Brushed Chrome

FINISH:

Creme Travertine



SKU: CLA-424-2013D

DIMENSIONS: 100.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal base finished in Lightly Brushed Chrome. 
Calacatta Luxe stone top.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Lightly Brushed 
Chrome

Because not all dining rooms are created equal, there’s the Wish You Were Here table. An extraordinary example of organic luxe, it 
offers an ultra-impressive 100-inch stone tabletop. A bold, open geometric base finished in Lightly Brushed Chrome creates a mix of 
materials and brings in the glamour. With a dining room table this stunning, you’ll hesitate to cover it!

Calacatta
Luxe



Lightly Brushed Chrome

FINISH:

Calacatta Luxe



SKU: CLA-424-215A

DIMENSIONS: 59.0W x 18.0D x 34.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top is back painted glass in Soft Silver Paint. Case 
frame in Whisper of Gold. Doors and end panels in cast wavy 
acrylic. Two touch latch doors. Interior features mirrored back 
and bottom panels with glass shelves. LED light strip. Cord 
access. Interior in Soft Silver Paint

FINISH:

STOP AND STARE

Whisper of Gold Soft Silver Paint

It’s true, this console is so extraordinary, you can’t help but Stop And Stare. It’s an instant source of brightness and reflectivity that 
creates a natural focal point. A wavy acrylic exterior mirrors the undulating patterns of sand and sea while its top adds another layer 
of organic splendor. The mirrored interior back and bottom panels are designed to reflect light as it pours in from every angle as well 
as mirror the beauty of the treasures you display. Glass shelves ensure unobstructed views as do its touch-latch doors with concealed 
hinges. A Whisper of Gold finish outlines its rounded silhouette and four tapered feet, imparting the overall luxe feeling of a diamond 
in a platinum setting.



Whisper of Gold

FINISH:

Soft Silver Paint



SKU: CLA-424-215B

DIMENSIONS: 59.0W x 18.0D x 34.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top is back painted glass in Seal Skin. Case frame 
in Brushed Deep Bronze. Doors and end panels in cast wavy 
acrylic. Two touch latch doors. Interior features mirrored back 
and bottom panels with glass shelves. LED light strip. Cord 
access. Interior in Soft Silver paint.

FINISH:

STOP AND STARE

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

Seal Skin

It’s true, this console is so extraordinary, you can’t help but Stop And Stare. It’s an instant source of brightness and reflectivity that 
creates a natural focal point. A wavy acrylic exterior mirrors the undulating patterns of sand and sea while its top adds another layer 
of organic splendor. The mirrored interior back and bottom panels are designed to reflect light as it pours in from every angle as well 
as mirror the beauty of the treasures you display. Glass shelves ensure unobstructed views as do its touch-latch doors with concealed 
hinges. A Brushed Deep Bronze outlines its rounded silhouette and four tapered feet, imparting the overall luxe feeling of a diamond 
in a platinum setting.



Brushed Deep Bronze

FINISH:

Seal Skin



SKU: CLA-424-215C

DIMENSIONS: 59.0W x 18.0D x 34.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top is back painted glass in Soft Silver paint. Case 
frame in Lightly Brushed Chrome. Doors and end panels in cast 
wavy acrylic. Two touch latch doors. Interior features mirrored 
back and bottom panels with glass shelves. LED light strip. Cord 
access. Interior in Soft Silver Paint.

FINISH:

STOP AND STARE

Lightly Brushed 
Chrome

Soft Silver Paint

It’s true, this console is so extraordinary, you can’t help but Stop And Stare. It’s an instant source of brightness and reflectivity that 
creates a natural focal point. A wavy acrylic exterior mirrors the undulating patterns of sand and sea while its top adds another layer 
of organic splendor. The mirrored interior back and bottom panels are designed to reflect light as it pours in from every angle as well 
as mirror the beauty of the treasures you display. Glass shelves ensure unobstructed views as do its touch-latch doors with concealed 
hinges. A Lightly Brushed Chrome finish outlines its rounded silhouette and four tapered feet, imparting the overall luxe feeling of a 
diamond in a platinum setting.



Lightly Brushed Chrome

FINISH:

Soft Silver Paint



SKU: CLA-424-275A

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 24.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Soft Silver Paint. Metal back plate in Whisper of 
Gold. Chair sold and packaged 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 21006-35CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING ARM

Soft Silver Paint

21006-35CC-P 
Performance

Whisper of Gold

This contemporary arm chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Whisper of Gold panel that shines off its back. Neutral 
fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and gracefully 
curving arms finished in Soft Silver Paint. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



SKU: CLA-424-285A

DIMENSIONS: 19.5W x 24.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Soft Silver Paint. Metal back plate in Whisper of 
Gold. 

FABRIC: 21006-35CC-P Performance

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING SIDE

Soft Silver Paint Whisper of Gold

This contemporary side chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Whisper of Gold panel that shines off its back. Neutral 
fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and gracefully 
curving arms finished in Soft Silver Paint. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.

FABRIC:

21006-35CC-P 
Performance



Soft Silver Paint

FABRIC:

FINISH:

21006-35CC-P Performance

Whisper of Gold



SKU: CLA-424-275B

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 24.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Matte Pearl. Metal back plate in Whisper of 
Gold. Chair packaged and sold 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 3270-70CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING ARM

Matte Pearl

3270-70CC-P 
Performance

Whisper of Gold

This contemporary arm chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Whisper of Gold panel that shines off its back. Neutral 
fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and gracefully 
curving arms finished in Matte Pearl. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



SKU: CLA-424-285B

DIMENSIONS: 19.5W x 24.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Matte Pearl. Metal back plate in Whisper of 
Gold. 

FABRIC: 3270-70CC-P Performance

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING SIDE

Matte Pearl Whisper of Gold

This contemporary side chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Whisper of Gold panel that shines off its back. Neutral 
fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and gracefully 
curving arms finished in Matte Pearl. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.

FABRIC:

3270-70CC-P 
Performance



Matte Pearl

FABRIC:

FINISH:

3270-70CC-P Performance

Whisper of Gold



SKU: CLA-424-275C

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 24.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Seal Skin. Metal back plate in Whisper of Gold. 
Chair packaged and sold 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 2794-81CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING ARM

Seal Skin

2794-81CC

Whisper of Gold

This contemporary arm chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Whisper of Gold panel that shines off its back. Neutral 
fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and gracefully 
curving arms finished in Seal Skin. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



SKU: CLA-424-285C

DIMENSIONS: 19.5W x 24.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Seal Skin. Metal back plate in Whisper of Gold. 

FABRIC: 2794-81CC

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING SIDE

Seal Skin Whisper of Gold

This contemporary side chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Whisper of Gold panel that shines off its back. Neutral 
fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and gracefully 
curving arms finished in Seal Skin. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.

FABRIC:

2794-81CC



Seal Skin

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-81CC

Whisper of Gold



PAIRS WELL WITH...

All Trimmed Out
CLA-016-205

83W x 46D x 30H

Semper 96 Oval
CLA-424-208A

96W x 51D x 30H

Sojourn
CLA-424-214

78.5W x 20D x 32H



SKU: CLA-424-275D

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 24.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Soft Silver Paint. Metal back plate in Brushed 
Deep Bronze. Chair sold and packaged 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 2794-34CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING ARM

Soft Silver Paint

2794-34CC

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

This contemporary arm chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Brushed Deep Bronze panel that shines off its 
back. Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Soft Silver Paint. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



SKU: CLA-424-285D

DIMENSIONS: 19.5W x 24.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Soft Silver Paint. Metal back plate in Brushed 
Deep Bronze. 

FABRIC: 2794-34CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING SIDE

Soft Silver Paint

2794-34CC

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

This contemporary side chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Brushed Deep Bronze panel that shines off its 
back. Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Soft Silver Paint. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



Soft Silver Paint

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-34CC

Brushed Deep Bronze



SKU: CLA-424-275E

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 24.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Matte Pearl. Metal back plate in Brushed Deep 
Bronze. Chair is sold and packaged 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 3270-88CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING ARM

Matte Pearl

3270-88CC-P 
Performance

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

This contemporary arm chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Brushed Deep Bronze panel that shines off its 
back. Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Matte Pearl. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



SKU: CLA-424-285E

DIMENSIONS: 19.5W x 24.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Matte Pearl. Metal back plate in Brushed Deep 
Bronze. 

FABRIC: 3270-88CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING SIDE

Matte Pearl

3270-88CC-P 
Performance

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

This contemporary side chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Brushed Deep Bronze panel that shines off its 
back. Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Matte Pearl. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



Matte Pearl

FABRIC:

FINISH:

3270-88CC-P Performance

Brushed Deep Bronze



SKU: CLA-424-275F

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 24.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Seal Skin. Metal back plate in Brushed Deep 
Bronze. Chair is sold and packaged 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 21006-79CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING ARM

Seal Skin

21006-79CC

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

This contemporary arm chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Brushed Deep Bronze panel that shines off its 
back. Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Seal Skin. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



SKU: CLA-424-285F

DIMENSIONS: 19.5W x 24.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Seal Skin. Metal back plate in Brushed Deep 
Bronze. 

FABRIC: 21006-79CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING SIDE

Seal Skin

21006-79CC

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

This contemporary side chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Brushed Deep Bronze panel that shines off its 
back. Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Seal Skin. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



Seal Skin

FABRIC:

FINISH:

21006-79CC

Brushed Deep Bronze



SKU: CLA-424-275G

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 24.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Soft Silver Paint. Metal back plate in Lightly 
Brushed Chrome. Chair is sold and packaged 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 2794-80CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING ARM

Soft Silver Paint

2794-80CC

Lightly Brushed 
Chrome

This contemporary arm chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Lightly Brushed Chrome panel that shines off its 
back. Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Soft Silver Paint. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



SKU: CLA-424-285G

DIMENSIONS: 19.5W x 24.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Soft Silver Paint. Metal back plate in Lightly 
Brushed Chrome. 

FABRIC: 2794-80CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING SIDE

Soft Silver Paint

2794-80CC

Lightly Brushed 
Chrome

This contemporary side chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Lightly Brushed Chrome panel that shines off its 
back. Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Soft Silver Paint. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



Soft Silver Paint

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-80CC

Lightly Brushed Chrome



SKU: CLA-424-275H

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 24.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Matte Pearl. Metal back plate in Lightly Brushed 
Chrome. Chair is sold and packaged 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 21006-34CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING ARM

Matte Pearl

21006-34CC-P 
Performance

Lightly Brushed 
Chrome

This contemporary arm chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Lightly Brushed Chrome panel that shines off its 
back. Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Matte Pearl. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



SKU: CLA-424-285H

DIMENSIONS: 19.5W x 24.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Matte Pearl .Metal back plate in Lightly Brushed 
Chrome. 

FABRIC: 21006-34CC-P

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING SIDE

Matte Pearl

21006-34CC-P 
Performance

Lightly Brushed 
Chrome

This contemporary side chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Lightly Brushed Chrome panel that shines off its 
back. Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Matte Pearl. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



Matte Pearl

CLA-424-285H
Reserved Seating Side

FABRIC:

FINISH:

21006-34CC-P Performance

Lightly Brushed Chrome



SKU: CLA-424-275I

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 24.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Seal Skin. Metal back plate in Lightly Brushed 
Chrome. Chair is sold and packaged 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 3270-79CC-P

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING ARM

Seal Skin

3270-79CC-P

Lightly Brushed 
Chrome

This contemporary arm chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Lightly Brushed Chrome panel that shines off its 
back. Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Seal Skin. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



SKU: CLA-424-285I

DIMENSIONS: 19.5W x 24.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Seal Skin. .Metal back plate in Lightly Brushed 
Chrome. 

FABRIC: 3270-79CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING SIDE

Seal Skin

3270-79CC

Lightly Brushed 
Chrome

This contemporary side chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Lightly Brushed Chrome panel that shines off its 
back. Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Seal Skin. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



Seal Skin

FABRIC:

FINISH:

3270-79CC-P

Lightly Brushed Chrome



SKU: CLA-424-275J

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 24.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Seal Skin. Metal back plate in Whisper of Gold. 
Chair is sold and packaged 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 2794-29CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING ARM

Seal Skin

2794-29CC

Whisper of Gold

This contemporary arm chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Whisper of Gold panel that shines off its back. Red 
Velvet fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and gracefully 
curving arms finished in Seal Skin. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



SKU: CLA-424-285J

DIMENSIONS: 19.5W x 24.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Seal Skin. Metal back plate in Whisper of Gold. 

FABRIC: 2794-29CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING SIDE

Seal Skin

2794-29CC

Whisper of Gold

This contemporary side chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Whisper of Gold panel that shines off its back. Red 
Velvet fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and gracefully 
curving arms finished in Seal Skin. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



Seal Skin

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-29CC

Whisper of Gold



PAIRS WELL WITH...

All Trimmed Out
CLA-016-205

83W x 46D x 30H



SKU: CLA-424-275K

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 24.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Seal Skin. Metal back plate in Whisper of Gold. 
Chair is sold and packaged 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 2794-40CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING ARM

Seal Skin

2794-40CC

Whisper of Gold

This contemporary arm chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Whisper of Gold panel that shines off its back. Velvet 
fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and gracefully 
curving arms finished in Seal Skin. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



SKU: CLA-424-285K

DIMENSIONS: 19.5W x 24.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat, outside back and inside back. 
Wood frame in Seal Skin. Metal back plate in Whisper of Gold. 

FABRIC: 2794-40CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING SIDE

Seal Skin

2794-40CC

Whisper of Gold

This contemporary arm chair takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Whisper of Gold panel that shines off its back. Velvet 
fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and gracefully 
curving arms finished in Seal Skin. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



Seal Skin

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-40CC

Whisper of Gold



PAIRS WELL WITH...

All Trimmed Out
CLA-016-205

83W x 46D x 30H



SKU: CLA-424-311

DIMENSIONS: 21.25W x 24.5D x 39.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat and inside-outside back. Frame in 
Seal Skin. Metal back splat in Whisper of Gold. 

FABRIC: 2794-81CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING COUNTER STOOL

Seal Skin

2794-81CC

Whisper of Gold

This contemporary counter stool takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Whisper of Gold panel that shines off its back. 
Neutral fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and 
gracefully curving arms finished in Seal Skin. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



SKU: CLA-424-301

DIMENSIONS: 21.25W x 24.5D x 43.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered seat and inside-outside back. Frame in 
Seal Skin. Metal back splat in Whisper of Gold. 

FABRIC: 2794-81CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

RESERVED SEATING BAR STOOL

Seal Skin

2794-81CC

Whisper of Gold

This contemporary bar stool takes on dramatic style when you view the wide, Whisper of Gold panel that shines off its back. Neutral 
fabric fully surrounds the square upper back and seat cushion that rest on an exposed wood frame, sabre legs and gracefully 
curving arms finished in Seal Skin. This is a low, klismos chair with truly polished appeal.



Seal Skin

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-81CC

Whisper of Gold



SKU: CLA-424-202

DIMENSIONS: 83.0W x 46.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top finished in Toasted Sycamore. Legs in finish to 
match Toasted Sycamore. Metal Ferrules and trim in Whisper of 
Gold. Table extends to 123in with two 20in leaves. Ships KD. 

FINISH:

ALL TRIMMED OUT

Toasted 
Sycamore

Whisper of Gold

For large dining parties, this Toasted Sycamore table is unmatched. The delicately figured wood, in a bowed rectangular shape, has 
graceful chamfered corners detailed with outstretched, Whisper of Gold metal caps. The entire apron is rimmed in a thin Whisper 
of Gold bead as it sits on modern cabriole legs tipped in custom gold ferrules. For dining at its best, this piece is All Trimmed Out and 
expands from 83 inches to 123 inches with two 20-inch leaves.



Toasted Sycamore

FINISH:

Whisper of Gold



SKU: CLA-424-213

DIMENSIONS: 75.0W x 20.0D x 39.5H (in)

FEATURES: Case top and sides in Seal Skin. Textured pattern 
on back of the curved door glass. Four wavy glass doors with 
backs painted in Zinc. Metal ferrules in Whisper of Gold.

FINISH:

A NEW DAY

Seal Skin

Give your room endless character by incorporating this shapely, shimmering cabinet in your design plan. Serpentine in shape, it 
boasts an intriguing mix of materials and features extraordinary curved glass doors crafted with a textured pattern on the inside. 
Metal posts and hardware finished in Zinc add contrast to its Seal Skin and Whisper of Gold exterior. Ideal in the dining room or living 
room, this stunning design casts a warm metallic glow when bathed in light.

Whisper of Gold



Seal Skin

FINISH:

Whisper of Gold



SKU: CLA-424-201

DIMENSIONS: 73.0W x 44.0D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top finished in Moonstone. Beveled apron and legs 
finished in Almond Milk. Table extends to 145 in with three 24 in 
leaves. Center leg for support when fully extended. Ships KD.

FINISH:

ROOM FOR MORE

Moonstone Almond Milk

There’s always room for more with this extension dining table, evoking a balance between refined simplicity and modern 
functionality. Highlighting the intricate wood grain, the tabletop is finished in Moonstone with mitered edges in Almond Milk. Tapered 
legs, also trimmed in Dark Chocolate, appear to flow from the tabletop like a waterfall. Comfortably seats 8 without leaves, and 
seats 14 when fully expanded with three leaves.



Moonstone

FINISH:

Almond Milk



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Barrel Roll
CLA-423-283

21W x 24.75D x 33H

Reserved Seating
CLA-420-284

19.5W x 24D x 32.5H

Emphasis Dining Chair
M142-022-295

23.25W x 22D x 30H

Reserved Seating
CLA-420-274

26W x 24.5D x 32H



SKU: CLA-424-282

DIMENSIONS: 22.0W x 27.5D x 37.5H (in)

FEATURES: Fully upholstered chair. Frame in Soft Silver Paint. 
Chair is packaged and sold 1 per carton 

FABRIC: 3270-88CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

NATURAL CHOICE SIDE CHAIR

Soft Silver Paint

3270-88CC-P 
Performance

With a comforting curve along the back and arms, this modern side chair introduces a style that’s unpretentious, yet elegant and 
refined. Accented by welt, its simple silhouette is beautifully balanced on an exposed wood frame and tapered legs in Soft Silver 
Paint. Expertly tailored in a beige basketweave performance fabric that’s durable and easy to clean. Pair with a desk to elevate 
working from home.



SKU: CLA-424-272

DIMENSIONS: 23.0W x 28.25D x 38.5H (in)

FEATURES: Fully upholstered chair. Frame in Soft Silver Paint. 
Chair is packaged and sold 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 3270-88CC-P  Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

NATURAL CHOICE ARM CHAIR

Soft Silver Paint

3270-88CC-P 
Performance

With a comforting curve along the back and arms, this modern arm chair introduces a style that’s unpretentious, yet elegant and 
refined. Accented by welt, its simple silhouette is beautifully balanced on an exposed wood frame and tapered legs in Soft Silver 
Paint. Expertly tailored in a beige basketweave performance fabric that’s durable and easy to clean. Pair with a desk to elevate 
working from home.



Soft Silver Paint

FABRIC:

FINISH:

3270-88CC-P Performance



SKU: CLA-424-212

DIMENSIONS: 78.0W x 21.0D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top and ends finished in Almond Milk. Two tambour 
doors finished in Moonstone. Four drawers with vinyl fronts and 
soft close undermount guides. Interior in Almond Milk. 

FABRIC: 9301-87CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

AROUND THE CORNER

Almond Milk

9301-87CC

Moonstone

A masterful mix of form and function, this mid-century-inspired console stirs interest with its linear design and host of storage options. 
Sliding tambour doors in Moonstone add texture and contrast to an Almond Milk finish. Framed in Almond Milk, four center drawers 
feature vinyl fronts, embossed with a pattern reminiscent of rain trickling down a windowpane. Expansive storage offers two fixed 
shelves on the left, offset by five soft close drawers on the right. Modern and multifunctional, its clean-lined design is well-suited for 
living, dining, and bedroom interiors.



Almond Milk

FABRIC:

FINISH:

9301-87CC

Moonstone



SKU: CLA-424-128

DIMENSIONS: 89.0W x 96.0D x 54.5H (in)

FEATURES: Fully upholstered bed. Wood feet in Charcoal Leaf. 
Allows for mattress only. 

FABRIC: 21003-34CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

OPAL KING BED

Charcoal Leaf

21003-34CC-P 
Performance

Romance is alive with the debut of the Opal Bed. The voluptuousness of this bed is derived from its soothing lines, soft finishes and 
plump overstuffing of its sweepingly curved back. The luxuriousness of the bed is enhanced by being fully upholstered in Alabaster 
faux-mohair velvet. Peeking from under the bed is a slim plinth wood base that glimmers in Charcoal Leaf. Available in Queen and 
King sizes. 



SKU: CLA-424-108

DIMENSIONS: 73.0W x 96.0D x 54.5H (in)

FEATURES: Fully upholstered bed. Wood feet in Charcoal Leaf. 
Allows for mattress only. 

FABRIC: 21003-34CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

OPAL QUEEN BED

Charcoal Leaf

21003-34CC-P 
Performance

Romance is alive with the debut of the Opal Bed. The voluptuousness of this bed is derived from its soothing lines, soft finishes and 
plump overstuffing of its sweepingly curved back. The luxuriousness of the bed is enhanced by being fully upholstered in Alabaster 
faux-mohair velvet. Peeking from under the bed is a slim plinth wood base that glimmers in Charcoal Leaf. Available in Queen and 
King sizes. 



Charcoal Leaf

FABRIC:

FINISH:

21003-34CC-P Performance



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Nomadic
CLA-422-065

34W x 18D x 28H

Wandering
CLA-422-064

25W x 19D x 28H

Roam
CLA-422-012

68W x 19D x 32H



SKU: CLA-424-013

DIMENSIONS: 69.0W x 21.0D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Cracked stone top. Case finished in Piano Black. 
Eight drawers with soft close undermount guides. Drawer 
interior in Piano Black. Metal ball feet in Whisper of Gold.

FINISH:

CABOCHON DRESSER

Piano Black

This gem of a dresser is elegance personified. A contemporized version of a classic Bombay chest, its sleek, rounded, piano-black 
frame is topped with highly figured black and grey stone. Eight soft-close drawers are curved to accentuate the sensuous nature of 
the piece. The final touches of Whisper of Gold spherical knobs and metal ball feet make this a piece to collect. 



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Soft Embrace King Bed
CLA-022-121

82W x 91.75D x 52H

Cabochon Nightstand
CLA-424-069

34W x 19.75D x 26.5H



SKU: CLA-424-069

DIMENSIONS: 34.0W x 19.75D x 26.5H (in)

FEATURES: Cracked stone top. Case finished in Piano Black. 
Three drawers with soft close undermount guides. Drawer 
interior in Piano Black. Metal ball feet in Whisper of Gold.

FINISH:

CABOCHON NIGHTSTAND

Piano Black Black Stone Top

Just like the gemstone of the same name, this nightstand has been shaped and polished to perfection. It has a rounded, ultra-shiny 
Piano Black frame with a flat top of highly figured black and grey stone. Three soft-close drawers are curved to follow the lines of the 
piece. The final touches of Whisper of Gold spherical knobs and metal ball feet are the perfect finishing details to this beautiful piece. 



Piano Black

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Soft Embrace King Bed
CLA-022-121

82W x 91.75D x 52H

Cabochon Dresser
CLA-424-013

69W x 21D x 32H



SKU: CLA-424-046

DIMENSIONS: 0.0W x 1.5D x 36.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal frame in Whisper of Gold with 1 inch beveled 
mirror and stone inserts.

FINISH:

CABOCHON MIRROR

Whisper of Gold

This one-inch beveled round mirror has been dressed up with highly figured black and grey stone inserts framed in Whisper of Gold 
metal. Little touches like the rounded edges of the marble inserts make this a special piece for many rooms. 

Black Stone Top



Whisper of Gold Black Stone  Top

FINISH:



SKU: CLA-424-451

DIMENSIONS: 61.0W x 27.25D x 30.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top is tempered black glass. Case panel
in Piano Black. Side panel curved exterior finished in
Piano Black. Side panel flat interior finished in Charcoal
Leaf. Two drawers with finger grab and fronts in Piano
Black with side guides. Top of drawer front routed for
pencil storage.

FINISH:

CABOCHON DESK

Piano Black Charcoal Leaf

Every facet of this desk/vanity table is sensuously rounded. Its modern kidney-shaped tempered black glass top is set on a curved 
case with heavy legs in stunning Piano Black. Peeking from underneath the piece, the legs are finished inside in gleaming Charcoal 
Leaf. The privacy kickboard is Piano Black. Two drawers have finger grabs and fronts in Piano Black. 



Piano Black

FINISH:

Charcoal Leaf



SKU: CLA-424-294

DIMENSIONS: 22.0W x 25.75D x 33.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered chair. Wood outback in Piano Black. 
Base finished in Charcoal Leaf. Hidden casters for mobility. 

FABRIC: 21000-88CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

CABOCHON CHAIR

Piano Black

21000-88CC

Charcoal Leaf

The Cabochon is a slipper chair that works as well when paired with a desk, as it does as a stand-alone side chair in a bedroom. 
Originally invented in the Victorian era, this curvaceous modern update has a high, rounded back and sits lower to the floor. The 
wooden oval outback is gently curved and finished in shiny Piano Black. The chair’s interior back, tight seat and rounded base are 
upholstered in dreamy silver-taupe distressed chenille. The thin base is Charcoal Leaf and hides the casters for easy movement. 



Piano Black

FABRIC:

FINISH:

21000-88CC

Charcoal Leaf



SKU: CLA-424-101

DIMENSIONS: 68.0W x 95.5D x 58.0H (in)

FEATURES: Fully Upholsterd headboard, footboard and side 
rails. Plinth base in Brushed Gold paint. 

FABRIC: 2633-88CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

ARTOIS QUEEN BED

Brushed Gold 
Paint

2633-88CC

Classic French forms have been contemporized in this upholstered bed with ultra-clean lines. The tall headboard is elegantly arched 
to mimic the curve on the front of the platform. The bed is enveloped in smooth, pumice-colored performance faux suede with a 
wood plinth base that glistens in Brushed Gold paint. Available in Queen and King sizes. 



SKU: CLA-424-121

DIMENSIONS: 84.0W x 95.5D x 58.0H (in)

FEATURES: Fully Upholsterd headboard, footboard and side 
rails. Plinth base in Brushed Gold paint 

FABRIC: 2633-88CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

ARTOIS KING BED

Brushed Gold 
Paint

2633-88C

Classic French forms have been contemporized in this upholstered bed with ultra-clean lines. The tall headboard is elegantly arched 
to mimic the curve on the front of the platform. The bed is enveloped in smooth, pumice-colored performance faux suede with a 
wood plinth base that glistens in Brushed Gold paint. Available in Queen and King sizes. 



Brushed Gold Paint

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2633-88CC



SKU: CLA-424-061

DIMENSIONS: 28.0W x 18.0D x 26.5H (in)

FEATURES: Top finished Almond Milk, End panels in Rockport 
Burnished Adobe. Two drawers with fronts in Almond Milk with 
soft close undermount guides. Reeded base finished in Antique 
Bronze Leaf. Drawer interior Almond Milk. Hardware in Brushed 
Gold.

FINISH:

CALAIS NIGHTSTAND

Almond Milk Rockport 
Burnished 

Adobe

Antique Bronze 
Leaf

Adding Calais Nightstands to a room with a Calais Dresser will enhance your vision for a room with modern French sensibilities. 
The outer square case is finished in Rockport Grey Adobe with a top in Almond Milk. Set back in the outer case are two bow-front 
drawers in Almond Milk which have soft-close under-mount guides and small, ball-pulls in Brushed Gold. The nightstand’s base 
features reed molding completed in Ombre Warm Silver Leaf. Like other Caracole pieces, Calais has hidden openings for power 
cords.



SKU: CLA-424-011

DIMENSIONS: 70.0W x 20.0D x 33.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top finished in Almond Milk. Case frame finished in 
Rockport Burnished Adobe. Eight drawers with fronts in Almond 
Milk. Top drawers with side guides and rest of drawers have 
softclose undermount guides. Top drawer with removable ivory 
felt lined jewel tray

FINISH:

CALAIS DRESSER

Almond Milk Rockport 
Burnished 

Adobe

The Calais Dresser flawlessly mixes shapes into an eight-drawer dresser with clean lines. The outer rectangular case is finished in 
Rockport Grey Adobe with a top in Almond Milk. Set slightly inside the outer case are bow-front drawers in Almond Milk, six of which 
have soft-close under-mount guides and small ball-pulls in Brushed Gold. The top drawers open with a thin top finger-groove. The 
dresser’s base features reed molding completed in Ombre Warm Silver Leaf. Caracole pieces are known for their hidden special 
touches. This piece includes a removable jewelry drawer lined in Ivory felt. 

Antique Bronze 
Leaf



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Balance King Bed
M143-022-122

86W x 90D x 58H



Almond Milk

FINISH:

Rockport Burnished Adobe Antique Bronze Leaf



SKU: CLA-424-041

DIMENSIONS: 52.25W x 1.5D x 31.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal frame in Brushed Gold. Mirror glass with 1in. 
bevel.

FINISH:

REPLIQUE

Brushed Gold

There is no reason to overcomplicate the clean lines of this rectangular mirror with a soft arched top. Framed in Brushed Gold metal, 
the one-inch beveled mirror has a slim decorative blade at its base. This is a perfect pairing with our Calais offerings. 



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Avignon Bronze Dresser
CLA-023-013

Avignon Dresser
CLA-023-012

68W x 19D x 32.5H



Brushed Gold

FINISH:



SKU: CLA-424-122

DIMENSIONS: 82.25W x 86.25D x 60.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered headboard. Headboard frame, siderails 
and footboard in Sun Drenched Oak. Allows for mattress only. 
Champagne Gold metal brackets.

FABRIC: 3270-88CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

PINSTRIPE UPH KG BED LIGHT

Sun Drenched 
Oak

3270-88CC-P 
Performance

The Pinstripe Light reimagines a classic headboard bed with fresh, upholstered materials and contemporary wood slat treatments. 
The see-through, raised and slatted frame is made from Sun-drenched quarter sawn oak. The headboard is upholstered in Ecru 
shimmer woven fabric. The headboard is surrounded by an offset oak frame with Champagne Gold metal brackets. Designed for 
mattress only. Available in Dark Chocolate with a mink shimmer woven fabric.

Champagne
Gold



SKU: CLA-424-102

DIMENSIONS: 66.25W x 86.25D x 60.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered headboard. Headboard frame, siderails 
and footboard in Sun Drenched Oak. Allows for mattress only. 
Champagne Gold metal brackets. 

FABRIC: 3270-88CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

PINSTRIPE UPH QN BED LIGHT

Sun Drenched 
Oak

3270-88CC-P 
Performance

Champagne
Gold

The Pinstripe Light reimagines a classic headboard bed with fresh, upholstered materials and contemporary wood slat treatments. 
The see-through, raised and slatted frame is made from Sun-drenched quarter sawn oak. The headboard is upholstered in Ecru 
shimmer woven fabric. The headboard is surrounded by an offset oak frame with Champagne Gold metal brackets. Designed for 
mattress only. Available in Dark Chocolate with a mink shimmer woven fabric.



Sun Drenched Oak Champagne Gold

FABRIC:

FINISH:

3270-88CC-P Performance



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Rhythm Nightstand
M143-022-061

34W x 19D x 25H

Rhythm Dresser
M143-022-032

69.5W x 20D x 32H



SKU: CLA-424-126

DIMENSIONS: 82.25W x 86.25D x 60.0H (in)

FEATURES: Headboard frame, siderails and footboard in Sun 
Drenched Oak. Headboard slats in Almond Milk. Allows for 
mattress only. Champagne Gold metal brackets. 

FINISH:

PINSTRIPE SLATTED KG BED LIGHT

Almond Milk Sun Drenched 
Oak

Extending the Pinstripe line of canopy beds is this Pinstripe Slatted Bed. We have removed the canopy and slightly lowered the 
headboard, while retaining the distinctive wood-slat design. The see-through, raised frame and headboard is made from Sun-
drenched quarter sawn oak. The headboard frame is dressed with Champagne Gold metal brackets and has inset wooden slats 
finished in Almond Milk. Designed for mattress only. Available in Dark Chocolate and Rich Walnut.

Champagne
Gold



SKU: CLA-424-106

DIMENSIONS: 66.25W x 86.25D x 60.0H (in)

FEATURES: Headboard frame, siderails and footboard in Sun 
Drenched Oak. Headboard slats in Almond Milk. Allows for 
mattress only. Champagne Gold metal brackets.

FINISH:

PINSTRIPE SLATTED QN BED LIGHT

Almond Milk Sun Drenched 
Oak

Extending the Pinstripe line of canopy beds is this Pinstripe Slatted Bed. We have removed the canopy and slightly lowered the 
headboard, while retaining the distinctive wood-slat design. The see-through, raised frame and headboard is made from Sun-
drenched quarter sawn oak. The headboard frame is dressed with Champagne Gold metal brackets and has inset wooden slats 
finished in Almond Milk. Designed for mattress only. Available in Dark Chocolate and Rich Walnut.

Champagne
Gold



Almond Milk

FINISH:

Sun Drenched Oak Champagne Gold



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Rhythm Nightstand
M143-022-061

34W x 19D x 25H

Rhythm Dresser
M143-022-032

69.5W x 20D x 32H



SKU: CLA-424-012

DIMENSIONS: 72.0W x 19.0D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Almond Milk. Metal trim in 
Champagne Gold. Twelve drawers with vinyl fronts. Top 
outside drawers with felt lined bottoms. Top drawers with side 
guides and rest of drawers with soft close undermount guides. 
Drawer interiors in Almond Milk. 

FABRIC: 9301-87CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

ALL WRAPPED UP

Almond Milk

9301-87CC

Champagne 
Gold

A lighter take on our All Wrapped Up mid-century modern dresser, this version is finished in Almond Milk on the case and plinth base. 
Each drawer front is wrapped in a beautifully textured vinyl with the appearance of pearlized silk. Casting a warm glow, metal 
drawer trim in Champagne Gold artfully incorporates soft edge pulls. This piece offers generous storage with soft-closing features and 
two felt-lined top drawers for an added note of luxury.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

The Boutique Bed - King
SIG-419-125

83.5W x 90.25D x 47H



SKU: CLA-424-064

DIMENSIONS: 34.0W x 18.0D x 25.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Almond Milk. Metal trim in 
Champagne Gold. Three drawers with vinyl fronts and 
undermount soft close guides. Drawer interior in Almond Milk. 
Plinth base in Almond Milk. 

FABRIC: 9301-87CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

TRIPLE WRAP

Almond Milk

9301-87CC

Champagne 
Gold

Triple Wrap offers a slightly larger nightstand than Double Wrap.  This light-colored, refined mix of materials and finishes are euro-
modern-inspired. Encased in Almond Milk, three deep drawers have textured vinyl fronts with the appearance of pearlized silk. 
Champagne Gold metal trim frames the three drawers that have soft edge pulls. Balanced on a plinth base, this clean-lined design 
works well in living and bedroom interiors.



SKU: CLA-424-063

DIMENSIONS: 25.0W x 18.0D x 25.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Almond Milk. Metal trim in 
Champagne Gold. Two drawers with vinyl fronts and soft close 
undermount guides. Drawer interiors in Almond Milk. Plinth base 
in Almond Milk. 

FABRIC: 9301-87CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

DOUBLE WRAP

Almond Milk

9301-87CC

Champagne 
Gold

A light-colored, refined mix of materials and finishes are showcased in this euro-modern-inspired bedside nightstand.  Encased in 
Almond Milk, two deep drawers stand on a plinth. Each drawer features textured vinyl fronts with the appearance of pearlized silk. 
Champagne Gold metal trim frames the two drawers that incorporate soft edge pulls. 



Almond Milk

FINISH:

FABRIC:

9301-87CC

Champagne Gold



SKU: CLA-424-042

DIMENSIONS: 0.0W x 1.25D x 26.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal frame finished in Champagne Gold with 
decorative metal bead inlay.

FINISH:

PINSTRIPE MIRROR

Champagne 
Gold

Round mirrors should not only reflect their surroundings, but may also make a statement on their own. The Pinstripe Mirror has a 
Champagne Gold metal frame with a decorative milled panel with dentil molding in Champagne Gold.  



PAIRS WELL WITH...

All Wrapped Up
CLA-020-011

72W x 19D x 32H



Champagne Gold

FINISH:



SKU: UPH-424-033-A  |  UPH-424-041-A

DIMENSIONS: 26.25W x 26.25D x 29.25H (in)
DIMENSIONS: 20.0W x 14.25D x 12.25H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered ottoman. Plinth base in Dark Chocolate. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2987-87CC-P Performance ottoman top: 
2633-88CC ottoman bottom.

FABRIC:

FINISH:

ET VOILA CHAIR & OTTOMAN

Dark Chocolate

2987-87CC-P 
Performance

2633-88CC

Et Voila! You have discovered the perfect side chair for any room. Its square back is fully upholstered in Pumice Performance Suede. 
The cushion and base are dressed in in a handsome light, Mottled Grey tweed. The legs have a wooden base in Dark Chocolate. 
The legs are positioned in such a way that they are able to nestle the Et Voila Ottoman under the chair. 



SKU: UPH-424-033-A

DIMENSIONS: 26.25W x 26.25D x 29.25H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered chair. Plinth base in Dark Chocolate 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2987-87CC-P Performance seat; 2633-
88CC back

FABRIC:

FINISH:

ET VOILA CHAIR

Dark Chocolate

2987-87CC-P 
Performance

2633-88CC

Et Voila! You have discovered the perfect side chair for any room. Its square back is fully upholstered in Pumice Performance Suede. 
The cushion and base are dressed in in a handsome light, Mottled Grey tweed. The legs have a wooden base in Dark Chocolate. 
The legs are positioned in such a way that they are able to nestle the Et Voila Ottoman under the chair. 



SKU: UPH-424-041-A

DIMENSIONS: 20.0W x 14.25D x 12.25H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered ottoman. Plinth base in Dark Chocolate. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2987-87CC-P Performance ottoman top: 
2633-88CC ottoman bottom.

FABRIC:

FINISH:

ET VOILA OTTOMAN

Dark Chocolate

2987-87CC-P 
Performance

2633-88CC

Et Voila is the nesting footrest that accompanies the Et Voila Chair. This perfectly proportioned piece is smartly upholstered in a light, 
Mottled Grey tweed with a base of Pumice Performance Suede. The piece rests on a wooden base in Dark Chocolate. The top 
opens for extra storage. 



Dark Chocolate

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2987-87CC-P Performance 2633-88CC



SKU: CLA-424-123

DIMENSIONS: 82.25W x 86.25D x 60.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered headboard. Headboard frame, siderails 
and footboard in Dark Chocolate. Allows for mattress only. 

FABRIC: 3270-79CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

PINSTRIPE UPH KG BED DARK

Dark Chocolate

3270-79CC-P 
Performance

The Pinstripe Dark reimagines a classic headboard bed with fresh, upholstered materials and contemporary wood slat treatments. 
The see-through, raised and slatted frame is Dark Chocolate. The headboard is upholstered in a Mink Shimmer woven fabric. The 
headboard is surrounded by an offset frame with Champagne Gold metal brackets. Designed for mattress only. Available in Sun-
Drenched Oak with Ecru shimmer woven fabric.



SKU: CLA-424-103

DIMENSIONS: 66.25W x 86.25D x 60.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered headboard. Headboard frame, siderails 
and footboard in Dark Chocolate. Allows for mattress only. 

FABRIC: 3270-79CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

PINSTRIPE UPH QN BED DARK

Dark Chocolate

3270-79CC-P 
Performance

The Pinstripe Dark reimagines a classic headboard bed with fresh, upholstered materials and contemporary wood slat treatments. 
The see-through, raised and slatted frame is Dark Chocolate. The headboard is upholstered in a Mink Shimmer woven fabric. The 
headboard is surrounded by an offset frame with Champagne Gold metal brackets. Designed for mattress only. Available in Sun-
Drenched Oak with Ecru shimmer woven fabric.



Dark Chocolate

FABRIC:

FINISH:

3270-79CC-P Performance



SKU: CLA-424-127

DIMENSIONS: 82.52W x 86.25D x 60.0H (in)

FEATURES: Headboard frame, siderails and footboard in Dark 
Chocolate. Headboard slats in Rich Walnut. Allows for mattress 
only.

FINISH:

PINSTRIPE SLATTED KING BED DARK

Dark Chocolate Rich Walnut

Extending the Pinstripe line of canopy beds is this Pinstripe Slatted Bed. We have removed the canopy and slightly lowered the 
headboard, while retaining the distinctive wood-slat design. The see-through, raised frame and headboard is made from Asian 
Hardwood in Dark Chocolate. The headboard frame is dressed with Champagne Gold metal brackets and has inset wooden slats 
finished in Rich Walnut. Designed for mattress only. Available in Sun Drenched Oak with Almond Milk.



SKU: CLA-424-107

DIMENSIONS: 66.25W x 86.25D x 60.0H (in)

FEATURES: Headboard frame, siderails and footboard in Dark 
Chocolate. Headboard slats in Rich Walnut. Allows for mattress 
only.

FINISH:

PINSTRIPE SLATTED QN BED DARK

Dark Chocolate Rich Walnut

Extending the Pinstripe line of canopy beds is this Pinstripe Slatted Bed. We have removed the canopy and slightly lowered the 
headboard, while retaining the distinctive wood-slat design. The see-through, raised frame and headboard is made from Asian 
Hardwood in Dark Chocolate. The headboard frame is dressed with Champagne Gold metal brackets and has inset wooden slats 
finished in Rich Walnut. Designed for mattress only. Available in Sun Drenched Oak with Almond Milk.



Dark Chocolate

FINISH:

Rich Walnut



SKU: CLA-424-124

DIMENSIONS: 82.0W x 86.0D x 60.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded upper headboard panel, footboard and 
side rails finished in Oracle. Headboard with upholstered lower 
panel. Metal trim in Whisper of Gold. Plinth base. 

FABRIC: 9199-83CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

FALL IN LOVE KING

Oracle

9199-83CC

Whisper of Gold

For a beguiling interpretation of our softly curved platform bed, “Fall in Love” combines a thoughtful mix of luxe materials. The reeded 
headboard, footboard, side rails and plinth base are shimmering Oracle. The headboard is upholstered with an inset of sumptuous 
material that has the look of Champagne silk. Whisper of Gold metal trim adds an appropriate touch of glamour. Understated yet 
exceptional, this beloved bed will make all your champagne wishes come true. 



SKU: CLA-424-104

DIMENSIONS: 66.0W x 86.0D x 60.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded upper headboard panel, footboard and 
side rails finished in Oracle. Headboard with upholstered lower 
panel. Metal trim in Whisper of Gold. Plinth base. 

FABRIC: 9199-83CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

FALL IN LOVE QUEEN

Oracle

9199-83CC

Whisper of Gold

For a beguiling interpretation of our softly curved platform bed, “Fall in Love” combines a thoughtful mix of luxe materials. The reeded 
headboard, footboard, side rails and plinth base are shimmering Oracle. The headboard is upholstered with an inset of sumptuous 
material that has the look of Champagne silk. Whisper of Gold metal trim adds an appropriate touch of glamour. Understated yet 
exceptional, this beloved bed will make all your champagne wishes come true. 



SKU: CLA-424-066

DIMENSIONS: 32.0W x 18.0D x 28.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Oracle. Two drawers with 
undermount guides. Metal feet and drawer pulls in Whisper of 
Gold. Interior finish paint to match.

FINISH:

TRUE LOVE

Oracle Whisper of Gold

No other nightstand will look the same after you’ve experienced the graceful elegance of this head-turner. A lustrous palette of 
Oracle Silver Leaf and Whisper of Gold highlights its rounded silhouette and fluted surfaces. This nightstand’s glimmering tapered 
metal feet in Whisper of Gold add an unforgettable finishing touch.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Love At First Sight
CLA-424-031

74W x 19D x 35H

Fall In Love Queen
CLA-424-104

66W x 86D x 60H



SKU: CLA-424-065

DIMENSIONS: 30.0W x 18.0D x 28.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Oracle. Top and  drawer 
fronts covered in vinyl.  Two drawers with soft close drawer 
guides. Metal drawer pulls in Whisper of Gold. Open storage 
area. Interior finish paint to match. 

FABRIC: 9199-83CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

LOVE-LY!

Oracle

9199-83CC

Cap the sides of your favorite bed with elegant nightstands that are just as dreamy. This stunning bedside piece boasts a fashion-
forward design with a softly rounded profile accentuated by gleaming Oracle gold, exquisite fluted sides and vinyl wrapped drawer 
fronts. Lustrous from every angle, it features a sophisticated palette of finishes. Ring-pull hardware with the look of jewelry in Whisper 
of Gold adorn both the top and bottom drawers.

Whisper of Gold



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Love At First Sight
CLA-424-031

74W x 19D x 35H

True Love
CLA-424-066

32W x 18D x 28H

Fall In Love Queen
CLA-424-104

66W x 86D x 60H



SKU: CLA-424-044

DIMENSIONS: 32.5W x 2.5D x 42.0H (in)

FEATURES: 1/2 in. Beveled mirror with reeded side bands in 
Oracle. Band trim in Whisper of Gold.

FINISH:

LOVE TO LOOK

Oracle Whisper of Gold

With its timeless shape and luxurious detailing, this beveled-edge rectangular mirror will make you Love to Look! Offering a touch 
of character, it makes a perfect accent on any wall. Sophisticated fluted side bands add a handsome design element and are 
accentuated with a gleaming Oracle gold finish with a Whisper of Gold band trim. Choose this mirror for the ultimate reflection of 
good taste



SKU: CLA-424-031

DIMENSIONS: 74.0W x 19.0D x 35.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Oracle. Nine drawers with 
undermount guides. Interior finish paint to match. Metal feet 
and drawer pulls in Whisper of Gold.

FINISH:

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

Oracle Whisper of Gold

Love At First Sight now glows in a full-covering of gleaming Oracle gold that accentuates the exquisite reeding on the drawer fronts 
with Whisper of Gold metal band detailing and designer legs. The piece has a gracefully rounded rectangular profile that is now 
dazzling in its design.  The nine drawers are felt-lined with under-mount guides.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

True Love 26
CLA-424-0612

26W x 18D x 26H

Love To Look
CLA-424-044

32.5W x 2.5D x 42H

Fall In Love Queen
CLA-424-104

66W x 86D x 60H

Love-ly!
CLA-424-065

30W x 18D x 28H

For The Love Of Bed Bench
CLA-424-082

58W x 18D x 18H

True Love
CLA-424-066

32W x 18D x 28H

Lady Love
CLA-424-071

54W x 20D x 29.5H

Fall In Love King
CLA-424-124

82W x 86D x 60H

Love At First Sight 78
CLA-424-034

78W x 19D x 35H



SKU: CLA-424-034

DIMENSIONS: 78.0W x 19.0D x 35.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Oracle. Six center drawers 
with soft close undermount guides. Two end doors with interior 
fixed shelves. Interior finish paint to match. Metal feet and 
drawer pulls in Whisper of Gold.

FINISH:

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT �8

Oracle Whisper of Gold

Love At First Sight has been elongated to 78 inches with two end doors with interior shelves and six center drawers. It glows in a 
full-covering of gleaming Oracle gold that accentuates the exquisite reeding on the drawer fronts with Whisper of Gold metal 
band detailing and designer legs. The piece has a gracefully rounded rectangular profile that is now dazzling in its design.  The nine 
drawers are felt-lined with under-mount guides.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Love-ly!
CLA-424-065

30W x 18D x 28H

True Love 26
CLA-424-0612

26W x 18D x 26H

Lady Love
CLA-424-071

54W x 20D x 29.5H



SKU: CLA-424-0612

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 18.0D x 26.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Oracle. Two drawers with 
soft close undermount guides. Metal feet and drawer pulls in 
Whisper of Gold. Interior finish paint to match.

FINISH:

TRUE LOVE �6

Oracle Whisper of Gold

This is a more petite version of our True Love nightstand. A full-covering of gleaming Oracle gold accentuates the exquisite reeding 
on the drawer fronts with Whisper of Gold metal band detailing and designer legs. This piece has two under-mount drawers.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Love At First Sight
CLA-424-031

74W x 19D x 35H

Lady Love
CLA-424-071

54W x 20D x 29.5H

Fall In Love Queen
CLA-424-104

66W x 86D x 60H



SKU: CLA-424-071

DIMENSIONS: 54.0W x 20.0D x 29.5H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Oracle.  Center desk drawer 
features drop down front with side guides. Top end drawers 
with divided interior and side guides. Top right drawer with 
removable dividers. Bottom drawers with undermount guides. 
Recessed center shelf.  Acrylic legs with metal ferrules in 
Whisper of Gold Interior finish.

FINISH:

LADY LOVE

Oracle Whisper of Gold

With a touch of femininity, its graceful design creates a place for everything and somewhere to keep everything in its place. Use it as 
a desk or dressing table—or both! Its rounded silhouette features fluted detailing highlighted in gleaming Oracle gold and touches 
of Whisper of Gold. This piece is a versatile workstation, with the center drawer offering a drop-down for a keyboard while the left 
drawer provides a removable jewelry tray. Look in each of its two drawers and you’ll find generous interior storage. There is also a 
center shelf providing additional storage. Lovely acrylic legs capped with Whisper of Gold ferrules complete its fashionable appeal 
and make it an asset to any well-designed space.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

For The Love Of Bed Bench
CLA-424-082

58W x 18D x 18H



SKU: CLA-424-082

DIMENSIONS: 58.0W x 18.0D x 18.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finish in Oracle. Upholstered top seat. Lit up top 
for interior storage with one tray on left side facing. 

FABRIC: 9199-83CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

FOR THE LOVE OF BED BENCH

Oracle

9199-83CC

Storage has never felt so fashionable than with this luxe storage ottoman. Its lovely fluted exterior is highlighted in gleaming Oracle 
gold. Upholstered in a sophisticated neutral fabric, its top seat cushion opens to reveal lighted storage with one tray on the left side. 
The bench has metal feet in Whisper of Gold. Use it on its own or as a pair in nearly any room for a touch of signature style.



Oracle

FABRIC:

FINISH:

9199-83CC

Whisper of Gold



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Fall In Love Queen
CLA-424-104

66W x 86D x 60H

Lady Love
CLA-424-071

54W x 20D x 29.5H

True Love
CLA-424-066

32W x 18D x 28H



SKU: CLA-424-125

DIMENSIONS: 82.0W x 86.0D x 83.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded upper headboard panel, footboard 
and side rails finished in Dark Chocolate. Headboard with 
upholstered lower panel. Metal trim in Whisper of Gold. Plinth 
base. 

FABRIC: 9191-44CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

FALL IN LOVE KING

Dark Chocolate

9191-44CC

Whisper of Gold

“Fall in Love” is even more captivating with this beguiling interpretation of our softly curved platform bed. A thoughtful combination 
of luxe materials, reeded the headboard, footboard, side rails and plinth base are sultry Dark Chocolate. The headboard is 
upholstered with an inset of rich Camel pebbled leather. Whisper of Gold metal trim adds an appropriate touch of glamour. 
Understated yet exceptional, this beloved bed captures the essence of everyday elegance. 



SKU: CLA-424-105

DIMENSIONS: 66.0W x 86.0D x 60.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded upper headboard panel, footboard 
and side rails finished in Dark Chocolate. Headboard with 
upholstered lower panel. Metal trim in Whisper of Gold. Plinth 
base. 

FABRIC: 9191-44CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

FALL IN LOVE QUEEN

Dark Chocolate

9191-44CC

Whisper of Gold

“Fall in Love” is even more captivating with this beguiling interpretation of our softly curved platform bed. A thoughtful combination 
of luxe materials, reeded the headboard, footboard, side rails and plinth base are sultry Dark Chocolate. The headboard is 
upholstered with an inset of rich Camel pebbled leather. Whisper of Gold metal trim adds an appropriate touch of glamour. 
Understated yet exceptional, this beloved bed captures the essence of everyday elegance. 



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Love-ly!
CLA-424-067

30W x 18D x 28H

For The Love Of Bed Bench
CLA-424-083

58W x 18D x 18H

True Love
CLA-424-068

32W x 18D x 28H

Opening Act
SGU-021-232-A

30.25W x 35D x 32.25H

Love At First Sight
CLA-424-032

74W x 19D x 35H

Love To Look
CLA-424-045

32.5W x 2.5D x 42H



SKU: CLA-424-067

DIMENSIONS: 30.0W x 18.0D x 28.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Dark Chocolate. Top and  
drawer fronts covered in vinyl.  Two drawers with soft close 
drawer guides. Open storage area. Interior finish paint to 
match. 

FABRIC: 9191-44CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

LOVE-LY!

Dark Chocolate

9191-44CC

Cap the sides of your favorite bed with elegant nightstands that are just as dreamy. This stunning bedside piece boasts a fashion-
forward design with a softly rounded profile accentuated by Dark Chocolate, exquisite fluted sides and Camel pebbled leather 
drawer fronts. Lustrous from every angle, it features a sophisticated palette of finishes. Ring-pull hardware with the look of jewelry in 
Whisper of Gold adorn both the top and bottom drawers.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

True Love
CLA-424-068

32W x 18D x 28H

Opening Act
SGU-021-232-A

30.25W x 35D x 32.25H

For The Love Of Bed Bench
CLA-424-083

58W x 18D x 18H

Love To Look
CLA-424-045

32.5W x 2.5D x 42H

Fall In Love King
CLA-424-125

82W x 86D x 83H



SKU: CLA-424-068

DIMENSIONS: 32.0W x 18.0D x 28.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Dark Chocolate. Two 
drawers with undermount guides. Metal feet in Whisper of 
Gold. Interior finish paint to match. 

FINISH:

TRUE LOVE

Dark Chocolate Whisper of Gold

No other nightstand will look the same after you’ve experienced the graceful elegance of this head-turner. A palette of Dark 
Chocolate and Whisper of Gold highlight its rounded silhouette and fluted surfaces. This nightstand’s glimmering tapered metal feet 
in Whisper of Gold add an unforgettable finishing touch.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Opening Act
SGU-021-232-A

30.25W x 35D x 32.25H

For The Love Of Bed Bench
CLA-424-083

58W x 18D x 18H

Fall In Love King
CLA-424-125

82W x 86D x 83H



SKU: CLA-424-032

DIMENSIONS: 74.0W x 19.0D x 35.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Dark Chocolate. Nine 
drawers with undermount guides. Interior finish paint to match. 
Metal feet in Whisper of Gold. 

FINISH:

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

Dark Chocolate Whisper of Gold

Dark and stately, Love At First Sight takes on a sultry demeanor in Dark Chocolate that accentuates the exquisite reeding on the 
drawer fronts with Whisper of Gold metal band detailing and designer legs. The piece has a gracefully rounded rectangular profile 
with nine drawers are felt-lined with under-mount guides.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Love-ly!
CLA-424-067

30W x 18D x 28H

For The Love Of Bed Bench
CLA-424-083

58W x 18D x 18H

Love At First Sight 78
CLA-424-035

78W x 19D x 35H

True Love
CLA-424-068

32W x 18D x 28H

Love To Look
CLA-424-045

32.5W x 2.5D x 42H

True Love 26
CLA-424-0613

26W x 18D x 26H

Fall In Love King
CLA-424-125

82W x 86D x 83H

Fall In Love Queen
CLA-424-105

66W x 86D x 60H

Lady Love
CLA-424-072

54W x 20D x 29.5H



SKU: CLA-424-045

DIMENSIONS: 32.5W x 2.5D x 42.0H (in)

FEATURES: 1/2in. Beveled mirror with side bands finshed in Dark 
Chocolate. Band trim in Whisper of Gold.

FINISH:

LOVE TO LOOK

Dark Chocolate Whisper of Gold

With its timeless shape and luxurious detailing, this beveled-edge rectangular mirror will make you Love to Look! Offering a touch 
of character, it makes a perfect accent on any wall. Sophisticated fluted side bands add a handsome design element and are 
accentuated with a Dark Chocolate finish with a Whisper of Gold band trim. Choose this mirror for the ultimate reflection of good 
taste.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Love At First Sight
CLA-424-032

74W x 19D x 35H

Fall In Love King
CLA-424-125

82W x 86D x 83H

Love-ly!
CLA-424-067

30W x 18D x 28H

For The Love Of Bed Bench
CLA-424-083

58W x 18D x 18H

True Love
CLA-424-068

32W x 18D x 28H



SKU: CLA-424-083

DIMENSIONS: 58.0W x 18.0D x 18.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finish in Dark Chocolate. Upholstered top seat. 
Lit up top for interior storage with one tray on left side facing. 
Interior in Dark Chocolate. 

FABRIC: 9191-44CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

FOR THE LOVE OF BED BENCH

Dark Chocolate

9191-44CC

Storage has never felt so fashionable than with this luxe storage ottoman. Its lovely fluted exterior is highlighted in Dark Chocolate. 
Upholstered in Camel pebbled leather, its top seat cushion opens to reveal lighted storage with one tray on the left side. The bench 
has metal feet in Whisper of Gold. Use it on its own or as a pair in nearly any room for a touch of signature style.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Fall In Love King
CLA-424-125

82W x 86D x 83H

True Love
CLA-424-068

32W x 18D x 28H

Love At First Sight
CLA-424-032

74W x 19D x 35H

Love To Look
CLA-424-045

32.5W x 2.5D x 42H

Opening Act
SGU-021-232-A

30.25W x 35D x 32.25H



SKU: CLA-424-035

DIMENSIONS: 78.0W x 19.0D x 35.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Dark Chocolate. Six center 
drawers with soft close undermount guides. Two end doors with 
interior fixed shelves. Interior finish paint to match. Metal feet in 
Whisper of Gold.

FINISH:

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT �8

Dark Chocolate Whisper of Gold

Dark and stately, Love At First Sight offers more storage at 78 inches long. It takes on a sultry demeanor in Dark Chocolate that 
accentuates the exquisite reeding on the drawer fronts with Whisper of Gold metal band detailing and designer legs. The piece has 
a gracefully rounded rectangular profile with nine drawers are felt-lined with under-mount guides.



SKU: CLA-424-0613

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 18.0D x 26.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Dark Chocolate. Two 
drawers with soft close undermount guides. Metal feet in 
Whisper of Gold. Interior finish paint to match.

FINISH:

TRUE LOVE �6

Dark Chocolate Whisper of Gold

This is a more petite version of our True Love nightstand.  It takes on a sultry demeanor in Dark Chocolate that accentuates the 
exquisite reeding on the drawer fronts with Whisper of Gold metal band detailing and designer legs. This piece has two under-mount 
drawers.



SKU: CLA-424-072

DIMENSIONS: 54.0W x 20.0D x 29.5H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Dark Chocolate.  Center desk 
drawer features drop down front with side guides. Top end 
drawers with divided interior and side guides. Top right drawer 
with removable dividers. Bottom drawers with undermount 
guides. Recessed center shelf.

FINISH:

LADY LOVE

Dark Chocolate Whisper of Gold

With a touch of femininity, its graceful design creates a place for everything and somewhere to keep everything in its place. Use 
it as a desk or dressing table—or both! Its rounded silhouette features fluted detailing highlighted in Dark Chocolate and touches 
of Whisper of Gold. This piece is a versatile workstation, with the center drawer offering a drop-down for a keyboard while the left 
drawer provides a removable jewelry tray. Look in each of its two drawers and you’ll find generous interior storage. There is also a 
center shelf providing additional storage. Lovely acrylic legs capped with Whisper of Gold ferrules complete its fashionable appeal 
and make it an asset to any well-designed space.



Dark Chocolate

FABRIC:

FINISH:

9191-44CC

Whisper of Gold



SKU: CLA-424-014

DIMENSIONS: 72.0W x 19.0D x 35.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded end panels  finished in Matte Pearl. Top 
and drawer fronts covered in vinyl. Six drawers with soft close 
undermount guides. Interior finish paint to match. Metal feet in 
Whisper of Gold. 

FABRIC: 9163-74CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

LOVE IT 6 DRAWER

Matte Pearl

9163-74CC

Whisper of Gold

The love story with this six-drawer chest begins with an inspired mix of materials. Its reeded side panels are finished in soft Matte Pearl 
paint. The top and fronts of the drawers are covered in pearlescent vinyl. Six drawers have elongated, jewelry-inspired Whisper of 
Gold pulls. Conical acrylic feet with Whisper of Gold metal ferrules enhance the feminine nature of this chest. 



PAIRS WELL WITH...

True Love 26
CLA-424-0611

26W x 18D x 26H

Love-ly! 25
CLA-424-0614

25W x 18D x 26H



SKU: CLA-424-033

DIMENSIONS: 78.0W x 19.0D x 35.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Matte Pearl. Six center 
drawers with soft close undermount guides. Two end doors with 
interior fixed shelves. Interior finish paint to match. Metal feet in 
Whisper of Gold.

FINISH:

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT �8

Matte Pearl Whisper of Gold

Love At First Sight has been elongated to 78 inches with two end doors with interior shelves and six center drawers. A full-covering of 
Matte Pearl accentuates the exquisite reeding on the fronts with Whisper of Gold metal band detailing and designer legs. The piece 
has a gracefully rounded rectangular profile.  The drawers are felt-lined with under-mount guides.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

True Love 26
CLA-424-0611

26W x 18D x 26H

Love-ly! 25
CLA-424-0614

25W x 18D x 26H



SKU: CLA-424-0611

DIMENSIONS: 26.0W x 18.0D x 26.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Matte Pearl. Two drawers 
with soft close undermount guides. Metal feet in Whisper of 
Gold. Interior finish paint to match.

FINISH:

TRUE LOVE �6

Matte Pearl Whisper of Gold

This is a more petite version of our True Love nightstand. A lustrous palette of Matte Pearl and Whisper of Gold highlights its rounded 
silhouette and fluted surfaces. Like the perfect earrings complete an outfit, this nightstand’s glimmering tapered feet in Whisper of 
Gold add an unforgettable finishing touch. This piece has two under-mount drawers.



SKU: CLA-424-0614

DIMENSIONS: 25.0W x 18.0D x 26.0H (in)

FEATURES: Reeded case finished in Matte Pearl Two drawers 
with vinyl drawer fronts and soft close under mount guides. 
Open storage area. Interior finish paint to match. 

FABRIC: 9163-74CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

LOVE-LY! 25

Matte Pearl

9163-74CC

Cap the sides of your favorite bed with elegant nightstands that are just as dreamy. This 25-inch version boasts a fashion-forward 
design with a softly rounded profile accentuated by Matte Pearl paint, exquisite fluted sides and vinyl wrapped drawer fronts. 
Lustrous from every angle, it features a sophisticated palette of finishes. Ring-pull hardware with the look of jewelry in Whisper of Gold 
adorn both the top and bottom drawers.



Matte Pearl

FABRIC:

FINISH:

9163-74CC



SKU: UPH-424-RH2-A

DIMENSIONS: 66.5W x 38.5D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered chaise. Wood feet in Almost Black. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2637-34CC-P Peformance, Back Cushion 
2681-34CC-P; 
Back Pillow: 2- 16”x18” pillows 2681-34CC-P Performance with 
2.5” box pleat.

FABRIC:

FINISH:

LUMI RAF CHAISE

Almost Black

2637-34CC-P 
Performance

2681-34CC-P 
Performance

The Lumi Chaise slightly bends to create a gentle curve as part of the right side of the Lumi Sectional. You will want to sink into its ivory 
plushly-stuffed seat. The back extends three-quarters of the length of the piece. The body of the chaise is fully upholstered in a micro-
ribbed linen blend, while two cushions feature an Ivory mohair and wool-blend velvet. The chair’s pegged feet pop from underneath 
in Almost Black. 



SKU: UPH-424-AC2-A

DIMENSIONS: 34.0W x 34.0D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered armless chair. Wood base in Almost 
Black. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2637-34CC-P Peformance,
 Back Cushion 2681-34CC-P
Back Pillow: 1- 16”x19” pillow 2681-34CC-P Performance with 
2.5” box pleat

FABRIC:

FINISH:

LUMI ARMLESS CHAIR

Almost Black

2637-34CC-P 
Performance

2681-34CC-P 
Performance

The Lumi Armless Chair can stand on its own or be part of the Lumi Sectional. You will want to sink into its ivory plushly-stuffed seat. The 
body of the chair is fully upholstered in a micro-ribbed linen blend, while the cushion features an Ivory mohair and wool-blend velvet. 
The chair’s pegged feet pop from underneath in Almost Black. 



SKU: UPH-424-RL2-A

DIMENSIONS: 61.0W x 36.0D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered loveseat. Wood base in Almost Black 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2637-34CC-P Peformance, Back Cushion 
2681-34CC-P; 
Back Pillows: 2- 16”x19” pillows 2681-34CC-P Performance with 
2.5” box pleat

FABRIC:

FINISH:

LUMI RAF LOVESEAT

Almost Black

2637-34CC-P 
Performance

2681-34CC-P 
Performance

The Lumi Love Seat has been giving a heavy dose of comfort in this design. The piece can stand on its own or be combined with 
other pieces of the Lumi Sectional. You will want to sink into its ivory plushly-stuffed seat. The back extends across the length of the 
piece and curves around the right side. The body of the chaise is fully upholstered in a micro-ribbed linen blend, while two cushions 
feature an Ivory mohair and wool-blend velvet. The chair’s pegged feet pop from underneath in Almost Black. 



SKU: UPH-424-WE2-A

DIMENSIONS: 62.5W x 40.0D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered wedge. Wood base in Almost Black 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2637-34CC-P Peformance,  
Back Cushion 2681-34CC-P
Back Pillow: 2- 16”x19”  pillow fabric 2681-34CC-P Performance 
with 2.5” box pleat

FABRIC:

FINISH:

LUMI WEDGE

Almost Black

2637-34CC-P 
Performance

2681-34CC-P 
Performance

The Lumi Wedge’s diamond shape is the perfect corner extender for the Lumi Sectional.  You will want to sink into its ivory plushly-
stuffed seat. The back extends across the length of the piece. The body of the chaise is fully upholstered in a micro-ribbed linen 
blend, while two cushions feature an Ivory mohair and wool-blend velvet. The chair’s pegged feet pop from underneath in Almost 
Black. 



SKU: UPH-424-LL2-A

DIMENSIONS: 61.0W x 36.0D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered loveseat Wood base in Almost Black. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2637-34CC-P Peformance, Back Cushion 
2681-34CC-P; 
Back Pillows: 2-16”x19” pillows 2681-34CC-P Performance with 
2.5” box pleat

FABRIC:

FINISH:

LUMI LAF LOVESEAT

Almost Black

2637-34CC-P 
Performance

2681-34CC-P 
Performance

The Lumi Love Seat has been giving a heavy dose of comfort in this design. The piece can stand on its own or be combined with 
other pieces of the Lumi Sectional. You will want to sink into its ivory plushly-stuffed seat. The back extends across the length of the 
piece and curves around the left side. The body of the chaise is fully upholstered in a micro-ribbed linen blend, while two cushions 
feature an Ivory mohair and wool-blend velvet. The chair’s pegged feet pop from underneath in Almost Black. 



SKU: UPH-424-LH2-A

DIMENSIONS: 66.5W x 38.5D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered chaise. Wood feet in Almost Black. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2637-34CC-P Peformance,  
Back Cushion 2681-34CC-P; 
Back Pillow: 2- 16”x19”  pillow fabric 2681-34CC-P Performance 
with 2.5” box pleat

FABRIC:

FINISH:

LUMI LAF CHAISE

Almost Black

2637-34CC-P 
Performance

2681-34CC-P 
Performance

The Lumi Chaise slightly bends to create a gentle curve as part of the left side of the Lumi Sectional. You will want to sink into its ivory 
plushly-stuffed seat. The back extends three-quarters of the length of the piece. The body of the chaise is fully upholstered in a micro-
ribbed linen blend, while two cushions feature an Ivory mohair and wool-blend velvet. The chair’s pegged feet pop from underneath 
in Almost Black. 



SKU: UPH-424-032-A

DIMENSIONS: 32.75W x 33.25D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered chair. Wood base in Almost Blck 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2637-34CC-P Peformance, 
Back Cushion 2681-34CC-P Performance; 
Back Pillow: 1- 2.5” box 18”x16” pillow fabric 2681-34CC-P 
Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

LUMI CHAIR

Almost Black

2637-34CC-P 
Peformance

2681-34CC-P 
Performance

This contemporary interpretation of a barrel chair is exudes comfort. You will want to sink into its ivory, plushly-stuffed seat and arms. 
The body of the chair is fully upholstered in a micro-ribbed linen blend, while the cushions feature an Ivory mohair and wool-blend 
velvet. The chair’s contemporary feet pop from underneath in Almost Black. 









Almost Black

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2637-34CC-P Performance



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Constellation Cocktail Table
SIG-423-401

56W x 46.5D x 20H

Adele Cocktail Table
CLA-424-408

50.5W x 27.5D x 16H

Orion Small Side Table
KHC-022-411

27.5W x 23.5D x 15.5H

Orion Cocktail Table
KHC-022-403

70.75W x 43.25D x 12H

Rivet
CLA-424-418
16 dia x 18H



SKU: UPH-424-132-A

DIMENSIONS: 35.5W x 32.75D x 33.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered chair. Frame finished in Charcoal Leaf. 
Swivel base. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-80CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

MARIPOSA SWIVEL

Charcoal Leaf

2794-80CC

Taking flight is our Mariposa Swivel accent chair, named after the Spanish word for “butterfly.” Fully upholstered in luscious Dark 
Taupe angora-like velvet, you will sink into its deep cushion and be wrapped in the chair’s curved back with graceful wings. The 
exposed wood frame and 360-degree swivel base are finished in Caracole’s shimmering Charcoal Leaf finish.



Charcoal Leaf

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-80CC



SKU: CLA-424-411

DIMENSIONS: 25.0W x 13.5D x 24.0H (in)

FEATURES: Smoked Bronze glass top. Case finished in Charcoal 
Leaf. 

FINISH:

AMALIE

Charcoal Leaf

The Amalie kidney table is the smaller kissing cousin to the Adele Cocktail Table. Its modern shape is accentuated with a wide, 
smooth-surfaced case finished in Deep Bronze metal with a Brushed Deep Bronze metal top. The plinth is Almost Black with hidden 
casters for easy moving.



Charcoal Leaf

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Movement Sofa
M140-022-011-A

105W x 39.5D x 30.5H

Adele Cocktail Table
CLA-424-408

50.5W x 27.5D x 16H



SKU: CLA-424-408

DIMENSIONS: 50.5W x 27.5D x 16.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top is  Smoked Bronze Glass. Case is finished in 
Charcoal Leaf. Plinth base finished in Almost Black. Hidden 
casters for mobility.

FINISH:

ADELE COCKTAIL TABLE

Charcoal Leaf Almost Black

This kidney table with retro appeal softens any highly contemporary room. A wide, smooth-surfaced case shimmers in Charcoal Leaf 
and makes this piece stand out. Its top is Smoked Bronze glass. The plinth is Almost Black with hidden casters for easy moving of this 
handsome piece. This piece nestles well with the Amalie Table. 



Charcoal Leaf

FINISH:

Almost Black



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Movement Sofa
M140-022-011-A

105W x 39.5D x 30.5H

Lumi Chair
UPH-424-032-A

32.75W x 33.25D x 27H

Amalie
CLA-424-411

25W x 13.5D x 23H



SKU: CLA-424-409

DIMENSIONS: 38.75W x 23.0D x 14.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top is finished in Brushed Deep Bronze. Case wraped 
in Deep Bronze. Plinth base finished in Almost Black. Hidden 
casters for mobility.

FINISH:

ADELE OVAL COCKTAIL TABLE

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

Deep Bronze Almost Black

A wide, smooth-surfaced case gleams in Deep Bronze to make his oval cocktail table the perfect modern touch in front of a sofa. 
The top is Brushed Deep Bronze metal. The plinth base is Almost Black with hidden casters for mobility. 



Brushed Deep Bronze

FINISH:

Deep Bronze Almost Black



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Movement Sofa
M140-022-011-A

105W x 39.5D x 30.5H



SKU: CLA-424-531

DIMENSIONS: 82.0W x 20.0D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Charcoal Leaf. Top is lay on Smoked 
Bronze glass. Four doors with door pulls. Interior features 
adjustable shelves. Interior in Almost Black. Metal legs in Deep 
Bronze. Wire management access. 

FINISH:

GUSTAV

Charcoal Leaf Deep Bronze

If you are looking for a slim media console with dramatic appeal, meet Gustav. The elongated oval chest sits atop Deep Bronze 
elongated cylindrical legs. Finished in Charcoal Leaf, four doors with triangular Deep Bronze pulls open to an Almost Black interior 
with four adjustable shelves and wire management access. The piece’s top is Smoked Bronze glass. 

Almost Black



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Movement Sofa
M140-022-011-A

105W x 39.5D x 30.5H

Movement Sofa
M140-022-011-A

105W x 39.5D x 30.5H

Mariposa Swivel
UPH-424-132-A

35.5W x 33D x 33H



SKU: CLA-424-425

DIMENSIONS: 22.0W x 21.5D x 24.0H (in)

FEATURES: Tops are Smoked Bronze Glass. Metal legs in Deep 
Bronze. Top and bottom wood panels in Charcoal Leaf. Plinth 
base in Almost Black.

FINISH:

FRITZA BUNCHING END TABLES

Charcoal Leaf Deep Bronze Almost Black

Inspired by Klimt’s belief in the inseparable being of thing, these nesting tables are works of art from every angle. Their bean- and 
oval-shapes of varying sizes shine with Smoked Bronze glass on top, wide curved and spherical Deep Bronze metal legs, top and 
bottom wood panels dressed in Charcoal Leaf and a sleek plinth base in Almost black. Pair the tables together, or arrange them 
separately, they will make a statement either way. 



Charcoal Leaf

FINISH:

Deep Bronze Almost Black



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Lumi Chair
UPH-424-032-A

32.75W x 33.25D x 27H

Adele Cocktail Table
CLA-424-408

50.5W x 27.5D x 16H



SKU: UPH-424-111-A

DIMENSIONS: 88.0W x 35.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered sofa with roll pillows. Exposed wood 
arms in Ivory Craze with trim in Brushed Gold Paint. Wood tiered 
base in Charred Bark with metal corner appliques in Brushed 
Gold. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21003-82CC 
Pillow Fabric: 2 - 17.5” Roll Pillows 21003-82CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

HELENA SOFA

Ivory Craze

21003-82CC

Charred Bark Brushed Gold 
Paint

Brushed Gold

A modern interpretation of classic Roman shapes, this sofa is remarkable for its length and deep-scooped wood frame with an 
Ivory Craze crackled finish that is trimmed with Brushed Gold paint. The frame is perched on a wood-tiered base in Charred Bark 
with Brushed Gold metal corner appliques. This regal chairs inside frame and plush cushion showcase a faux mohair velvet fabric in 
Mushroom. 



SKU: UPH-424-133-A

DIMENSIONS: 30.0W x 29.75D x 32.25H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered chair. Exposed wood arms in Ivory Craze 
with trim in Brushed Gold Paint. Wood tiered base in Charred 
Bark with metal corner appliques in Brushed Gold. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric:  21003-82CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

HELENA CHAIR

Ivory Craze

21003-82CC

Charred Bark Brushed Gold 
Paint

Brushed Gold

A modern interpretation of classic Roman shapes, this piece is remarkable for its deep-scooped wood frame with an Ivory Craze 
crackled finish that is trimmed with Brushed Gold paint. The frame is perched on a wood-tiered base in Charred Bark with Brushed 
Gold metal corner appliques. This regal chair’s inside frame and plush cushion showcase a Mushroom faux mohair velvet.



Ivory Craze

FABRIC:

FINISH:

21003-82CC

Charred Bark Brushed Gold Paint Brushed Gold



SKU: CLA-424-402

DIMENSIONS: 52.0W x 27.0D x 16.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Ivory Craze. Opening in Taupe Silver 
Leaf Plinth base finished in Brushed Gold Paint.

FINISH:

CHASM COCKTAIL TABLE

Ivory Craze Brushed Gold Taupe Silver 
Leaf

Brushed Gold 
Paint

One of the earth’s natural wonders, chasms have inspired artists and designers for centuries. This modern interpretation results in a 
cocktail table with diverse uses. At its center is a large see-through and offset oval embedded in the slim, rectangular table. The 
table separates into two pieces, allowing you to use it as one central piece in front of a sofa or as two accent pieces in a room. The 
table’s outside is finished in Ivory Craze crackle paint lending a modern stone-like quality to the finish. The chasm shimmers in Taupe 
Silver Leaf. 



Taupe Silver LeafIvory Craze

FINISH:

Brushed Gold Brushed Gold Paint



The Well-Balanced Sofa
SGU-017-211-A

105W x 36.25D x 30.25H

Round About-short
SIG-021-423
9 dia x 21H

Helena Sofa
UPH-424-111-A

88W x 35D x 32.5H

Round About-med
SIG-021-422
12 dia x 23H

Olympia Sofa
UPH-022-013-A

93.5W x 37.5D x 32.5H

Helena Chair
UPH-424-133-A

30W x 29.75D x 32.25H

Chasm End Table
CLA-424-412

19W x 19D x 22H

PAIRS WELL WITH...



SKU: CLA-424-412

DIMENSIONS: 19.0W x 19.0D x 22.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Ivory Craze. Opening in Taupe Silver 
Leaf. Plinth base finished in Brushed Gold Paint.

FINISH:

CHASM END TABLE

Ivory Craze Taupe Silver 
Leaf

Brushed Gold 
Paint

This square end table with an offset oval void in the center creates a striking presence. 
The table’s outside has a modern stone-like quality from the Ivory Craze crackle paint finish. The chasm shimmers in Taupe Silver Leaf. 
Pairs well with the Chasm Cocktail Table. 



Ivory Craze

FINISH:

Taupe Silver Leaf Brushed Gold Paint



PAIRS WELL WITH...

The Well-Balanced Sofa
SGU-017-211-A

105W x 36.25D x 30.25H

Olympia Sofa
UPH-022-013-A

93.5W x 37.5D x 32.5H

Chasm Cocktail Table
CLA-424-402

52W x 27D x 16H



SKU: CLA-424-532

DIMENSIONS: 72.0W x 20.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Smoked Bronze glass top. Case finished in Ivory 
Craze. Three touch latch doors with door cut outs in Taupe 
Silver Leaf. Interior features three adjustable  shelves. Interior in 
Almond Milk. Wire management access.

FINISH:

CHASM MEDIA

Ivory Craze Ivory Taupe Silver 
Leaf

Brushed Gold 
Paint

This three-door media console is distinguished by its offset oval, see-through chasm on the bottom left of the chest. The chasm softens 
the look of this modern linear piece with its curves and shimmering Brushed Gold paint. The console’s outside is finished in Ivory Craze 
crackle paint, lending a stone-like quality to the piece. Three touch-latch doors have asymmetrical oval cutouts in Taupe Silver Leaf. 
The interior is finished in Almond Milk with three adjustable Smoked Bronze glass shelves and wire management access. The piece has 
a base in Brushed Gold paint. 



Ivory Craze

FINISH:

Ivory Taupe Silver Leaf Brushed Gold Paint



PAIRS WELL WITH...

The Well-Balanced Sofa
SGU-017-211-A

105W x 36.25D x 30.25H

Olympia Sofa
UPH-022-013-A

93.5W x 37.5D x 32.5H



SKU: CLA-424-422

DIMENSIONS: 0.0W x 0.0D x 25.0H (in)

FEATURES: Smoked Bronze glass top with outer metal frame and 
center disc in Brushed Gold. Upper base column in Ivory Craze, 
lower base column in Dry Martini. Metal Band in Brushed Gold.

FINISH:

APERTURE

Ivory Craze Dry Martini Brushed Gold Smoked Bronze

This go-anywhere spot table features a sleek silhouette and top-down view that resembles the aperture of a camera. A Forest Craze 
crackle finish adds depth and elemental beauty, complemented by an inset smoked bronze glass top with a metallic band and 
center disc in Brushed Gold. Style between two chairs to create composition and a unique focal feature.



Ivory Craze

FINISH:

Dry Martini Brushed Gold Smoked Bronze



PAIRS WELL WITH...

90 Tulum Sofa
M150-023-011-A
90W x 43D x 31H



SKU: CLA-424-418

DIMENSIONS: 0.0W x 0.0D x 18.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal table finished in Brushed Gold.

FINISH:

RIVOT

Brushed Gold

This small, I-beam-shaped table screams modern architecture. It is the perfect low-profile pull-up table clad in Brushed Gold metal. 
The round top and footing nicely offset the industrial precision of the wide center leg. It makes a studied, masculine statement in any 
sitting room or office. 



Brushed Gold

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Movement Sofa
M140-022-011-A

105W x 39.5D x 30.5H

Main Event
SGU-021-011-A

99.75W x 42.75D x 34.5H

The Cat’s Meow Sofa
UPH-424-213-B

76W x 36.5D x 33.25H



SKU: CLA-424-407

DIMENSIONS: 66.0W x 25.0D x 22.5H (in)

FEATURES: Metal frame in Champagne Gold. Top stone 
sections in Grey Onyx and Guangxi marble.

FINISH:

RESONANCE

Champagne 
Gold

The Resonance Cocktail Table is inspired by the “Butterfly Effect” in which a small event creates far-reaching effects. This 
contemporary statement piece features a White marble top, with accent swirls that ripple out from a smaller, offset, elevated Grey 
Onyx oval marble top to a raised half-moon-shaped Grey Onyx section. Each piece is supported by a metal frame and tapered legs 
in shimmering Champagne Gold. For the modern collector, this piece is out of this world.    



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Movement Sofa
M140-022-011-A

105W x 39.5D x 30.5H

Olympia Sofa
UPH-022-013-A

93.5W x 37.5D x 32.5H



SKU: CLA-424-047

DIMENSIONS: 24.0W x 1.5D x 41.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal frame in Champagne Gold. Smoked Bronze 
mirror. Decorative stone accents in Guangxi marble and Grey 
Onyx stone.

FINISH:

ECHO MIRROR

Champagne 
Gold

The planets aligned in this mirror with other-worldly aspirations to hang in an entry hall, study or living room. The center of the mirror is 
an egg-shaped Smoked Bronze mirror surrounded by a Champagne Gold metal frame. Decorative stone accents in white marble 
and Grey Onyx float on the mirror’s edges. The mirror may hang horizontally or vertically. 



SKU: CLA-424-442

DIMENSIONS: 66.0W x 17.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal frame in Champagne Gold. Tops are Smoked 
Bronze Mirror with accent stone sections in Grey Onyx and 
Guangxi marble top. 

FINISH:

ECHO TABLE

Champagne 
Gold

The universe conspires in this ultra-contemporary two-piece interpretation of a console table. The center of this piece is an oval-
shaped surface of Smoked Bronze mirrored glass perched on four tapered pencil legs. Hovering at one end of the mirrored glass is a 
small, round Grey Onyx marble piece. Floating under the mirrored tabletop is a softly triangular table of white marble with a center 
chasm that stands on three legs. The metal frame and legs are in Champagne Gold, making for an out-of-this-world table. The piece 
can be showcased as one piece or separate pieces. 



Champagne Gold

FINISH:



SKU: CLA-424-441

DIMENSIONS: 56.5W x 15.0D x 33.0H (in)

FEATURES: Metal frame in Brushed Gold. Top is Green Onyx 
stone. Ball accents on legs in Brushed Deep Bronze.

FINISH:

NEXUS

Brushed Gold Brushed Deep 
Bronze

Reminiscent of the modern arcade bridge in the mountains outside the town of Eze, France, the Nexus Console Table is sleek and 
statuesque – the perfect mélange of nature and architectural form. Its colorfully rich Green Onyx Marble top sits on a series of tall 
Brushed Deep Bronze metal arches separated by Brushed Gold ball accents.



Brushed Gold

FINISH:

Brushed Deep Bronze



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Adele Cocktail Table
CLA-424-408

50.5W x 27.5D x 16H

Adele Oval Cocktail Table
CLA-424-409

38.75W x 23D x 14H

Amalie
CLA-424-411

25W x 13.5D x 23H



SKU: UPH-424-211-A

DIMENSIONS: 84.0W x 38.75D x 30.75H (in)

FEATURES: Metal frame finished in Whisper of Gold. Tight seat 
and back with channel tufting. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-82CC; 
Pillow Fabric: 2 - 18” x 18” Pillows  2989-34CC-P Performance 
with 2” Boxing

FABRIC:

FINISH:

8� WELL BALANCED SOFA

Whisper of Gold

2794-82CC 2989-34CC-P 
Performance

The Well-Balanced Sofa was inspired by Italian design and offers beautifully tailored channel tufting in a luxurious basketweave fabric 
in a shimmering Moonstone hue. This stylish vogue detailing and cosmopolitan silhouette makes this sofa the perfect focal point to 
build a spectacular room around in whichever chic city you’re in across the globe. A tailored, thin gold detail is incorporated into the 
sofa frame. Its squared arms are the perfect height for resting or reading. Suspended off the ground by a continuous Whisper of Gold 
framework, this sofa appears to be lighter than air. This sofa’s sophisticated lines look beautiful when floating in an interior. 



SKU: UPH-424-212-A

DIMENSIONS: 105.0W x 36.25D x 30.25H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered sofa. Metal finish in Whisper of Gold. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-82CC
Pillow Fabric: 2 - 18” x 18” Pillows  2989-34CC-P Performance 
with 2” Boxing

FABRIC:

FINISH:

��5 WELL BALANCED SOFA

Whisper of Gold

2794-82CC 2989-34CC-P 
Performance

The Well-Balanced Sofa was inspired by Italian design and offers beautifully tailored channel tufting in a luxurious basketweave fabric 
in a shimmering Moonstone hue. This stylish vogue detailing and cosmopolitan silhouette makes this sofa the perfect focal point to 
build a spectacular room around in whichever chic city you’re in across the globe. A tailored, thin gold detail is incorporated into the 
sofa frame. Its squared arms are the perfect height for resting or reading. Suspended off the ground by a continuous Whisper of Gold 
framework, this sofa appears to be lighter than air. This sofa’s sophisticated lines look beautiful when floating in an interior. 



SKU: UPH-424-231-A

DIMENSIONS: 38.75W x 36.25D x 29.5H (in)

FEATURES: Stainless steel frame plated in Majestic Gold. 
Tight seat and back with channel tufting. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-82CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

WELL BALANCED CHAIR

Whisper of Gold

2794-82CC

Elegance and sophistication align in this beautifully tailored channel-tufted chair. Upholstered in a luxurious basketweave fabric in 
a shimmering Moonstone hue, it rests atop a thin Majestic Gold framework making it appear lighter than air. A Majestic Gold top 
rail and vogue detailing like the Majestic Gold beading that runs down the back of the framework, give this chair a sophisticated 
presence. Its arms are the perfect height for resting or reading. Pair this chair with The Well-Balanced Ottoman for a comfortable 
reading chair or consider a pair of chairs for a cozy niche.



Whisper of Gold

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-82CC 2989-34CC-P Performance



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Cocktail Couture Round End 
Table

CLA-424-414
18 dia x 24H

Cocktail Couture Square End 
Table

CLA-424-417
20W x 20D x 24H



SKU: CLA-424-413

DIMENSIONS: 23.0W x 26.0D x 24.0H (in)

FEATURES: Gray Flowing Sandstone top. Metal frame finished in 
Whisper of Gold.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE END TABLE

Whisper of Gold

Stone and metal crisscross in this art-inspired end table with linear appeal. Its Flowing Sandstone top is colored with an earthy 
mélange of greige and soft grays. The nearly square top rests on thin, mirror-polished Whisper of Gold bars, that look intersecting see-
through windows.

Flowing 
Sandstone



SKU: CLA-424-403

DIMENSIONS: 60.0W x 30.0D x 17.0H (in)

FEATURES: Gray Flowing Sandstone top. 
Metal frame in Whisper of Gold

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE COCKTAIL TABLE

Whisper of Gold Flowing 
Sandstone

This organic luxe cocktail table showcases stone and metal, crisscrossed for artistic appeal. Its Flowing Sandstone top is colored with 
an earthy mélange of greige and soft grays. The sleek top rests on thin, mirror-polished Whisper of Gold bars, that look intersecting 
see-through windows.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Main Event
SGU-021-011-A

99.75W x 42.75D x 34.5H

Counter Balance Sofa
UPH-022-012-A

98W x 38.5D x 25.75H



SKU: CLA-424-533

DIMENSIONS: 84.0W x 19.0D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Flowing Sandstone top. Case finished in Pearl. Four 
doors with door pulls. Interior features an adjustable shelf 
behind outer doors and one adjustable shelf behind two 
center doors. Metal base in Whisper of Gold.

FINISH:

WISH YOU WERE HERE MEDIA

Pearl Whisper of Gold

Stone, mirror-polished metal and hardwoods crisscross in this sleek media cabinet with linear appeal. Flowing Sandstone graces the 
84” top of the Pearl-painted cabinet and four doors. The paint gives off just enough luster to make the piece intriguing. The doors 
have slim Whisper of Gold pulls. Adjustable shelving and wire access graces the inside of the cabinet. The base is the real stunner of 
the piece with thin intersecting bars in mirror-polished Whisper of gold that overlap each other and extend up the cabinet to add 
interest.  

Flowing 
Sandstone



Pearl

FINISH:

Whisper of Gold Flowing Sandstone



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Counter Balance Sofa
UPH-022-012-A

98W x 38.5D x 25.75H

84 Well Balanced Sofa
UPH-424-211-A

84W x 38.75D x 30.75H

Main Event
SGU-021-011-A

99.75W x 42.75D x 34.5H

Wish You Were Here Cocktail Table
CLA-424-403

60W x 30D x 17H

Well Balanced Chair
UPH-424-231-A

38.75W x 36.25D x 29.5H



SKU: UPH-424-071-A

DIMENSIONS: 29.0W x 66.75D x 30.5H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered chaise. Metal frame in Whisper of Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 3270-88CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

PARALLAX CHAISE

Whisper of Gold

3270-88CC-P 
Performance

Inspired by the continuous form and simple elegance of a paperclip, this sculptural seat melds clean lines and angles with a 
minimalist material mix. Relaxed yet refined with a lounge-like aesthetic, its subtly curved back and seat are warmly defined by a 
tubular metal frame finished in a Whisper of Gold. Style in pairs to make an unforgettable statement.



Whisper of Gold

FABRIC:

FINISH:

3270-88CC-P Performance



SKU: UPH-424-213-A

DIMENSIONS: 76.0W x 36.5D x 33.25H (in)

FEATURES: Loose bench seat cushion. Tight back. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-29CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THE CAT’S MEOW SOFA

Almost Black

2794-29CC

It’s never been easier to embrace fashion-forward style in a big way than with this stunning sofa. Designed to be a topic of 
conversation and destined to be where everyone wants to sit, its bold presence is iconic and inviting. Dressed in a sumptuous velvet, 
this statement piece stands out in an Almost Black finish. A perfect sofa to float in a room and to enjoy from every angle.



SKU: UPH-424-232-A

DIMENSIONS: 30.0W x 32.0D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Loose seat cushion. Tight back. Legs in Almost Black 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-29CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THE CAT’S MEOW CHAIR

Almost Black

2794-29CC

It’s never been easier to embrace fashion-forward style in a big way than with this stunning chair. Designed to be a topic of 
conversation and destined to be where everyone wants to sit, its bold presence is iconic and inviting. Dressed in a sumptuous velvet, 
this statement piece stands out in an Almost Black finish. A perfect sofa to float in a room and to enjoy from every angle.



Almost Black

UPH-424-213-A
The Cat’s Meow Sofa

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-29CC



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Gamma
CLA-023-423
6 dia x 24H



SKU: UPH-424-213-B

DIMENSIONS: 76.0W x 36.5D x 33.25H (in)

FEATURES: Loose bench seat cushion. Tight back. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-34CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THE CAT’S MEOW SOFA

Soft Silver Paint

2794-34CC

It’s never been easier to embrace fashion-forward style in a big way than with this stunning sofa. Designed to be a topic of 
conversation and destined to be where everyone wants to sit, its bold presence is iconic and inviting. Dressed in a sumptuous velvet, 
this statement piece stands out in a Soft Silver Paint finish. A perfect sofa to float in a room and to enjoy from every angle.



SKU: UPH-424-232-B

DIMENSIONS: 30.0W x 32.0D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Loose seat cushion. Tight back. Legs in Almost Black 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-29CC

FINISH:

THE CAT’S MEOW CHAIR
It’s never been easier to embrace fashion-forward style in a big way than with this stunning chair. Designed to be a topic of 
conversation and destined to be where everyone wants to sit, its bold presence is iconic and inviting. Dressed in a sumptuous velvet, 
this statement piece stands out in a Soft Silver Paint finish. A perfect chair to float in a room and to enjoy from every angle.

FABRIC:

Soft Silver Paint

2794-34CC



Soft Silver Paint

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-34CC



SKU: UPH-424-213-C

DIMENSIONS: 76.0W x 36.5D x 33.25H (in)

FEATURES: Loose bench seat cushion. Tight back. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-82CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THE CAT’S MEOW SOFA

Soft Silver Paint

2794-82CC

It’s never been easier to embrace fashion-forward style in a big way than with this stunning sofa. Designed to be a topic of 
conversation and destined to be where everyone wants to sit, its bold presence is iconic and inviting. Dressed in a sumptuous velvet, 
this statement piece stands out in a Soft Silver Paint finish. A perfect sofa to float in a room and to enjoy from every angle.



SKU: UPH-424-232-B

DIMENSIONS: 30.0W x 32.0D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Loose seat cushion. Tight back. Legs in Almost Black 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-29CC

FINISH:

THE CAT’S MEOW CHAIR
It’s never been easier to embrace fashion-forward style in a big way than with this stunning chair. Designed to be a topic of 
conversation and destined to be where everyone wants to sit, its bold presence is iconic and inviting. Dressed in a sumptuous velvet, 
this statement piece stands out in a Soft Silver Paint finish. A perfect chair to float in a room and to enjoy from every angle.

FABRIC:

Soft Silver Paint

2794-82CC



Soft Silver Paint

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-82CC



SKU: UPH-424-213-D

DIMENSIONS: 76.0W x 36.5D x 33.25H (in)

FEATURES: Loose bench seat cushion. Tight back. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-44CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THE CAT’S MEOW SOFA

Soft Silver Paint

2794-44CC

It’s never been easier to embrace fashion-forward style in a big way than with this stunning sofa. Designed to be a topic of 
conversation and destined to be where everyone wants to sit, its bold presence is iconic and inviting. Dressed in a sumptuous velvet, 
this statement piece stands out in a Soft Silver Paint finish. A perfect sofa to float in a room and to enjoy from every angle.



SKU: UPH-424-232-B

DIMENSIONS: 30.0W x 32.0D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Loose seat cushion. Tight back. Legs in Almost Black 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-44CC

FINISH:

THE CAT’S MEOW CHAIR
It’s never been easier to embrace fashion-forward style in a big way than with this stunning chair. Designed to be a topic of 
conversation and destined to be where everyone wants to sit, its bold presence is iconic and inviting. Dressed in a sumptuous velvet, 
this statement piece stands out in a Soft Silver Paint finish. A perfect chair to float in a room and to enjoy from every angle.

FABRIC:

Soft Silver Paint

2794-44CC



Soft Silver Paint

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-44CC



SKU: CLA-424-292

DIMENSIONS: 25.5W x 24.5D x 31.5H (in)

FEATURES: Chair outside back and outside arm in Ivory Painted 
Faux Shagreen. Exposed wood in Ivory. Inside back, inside arm 
and seat upholstered in fabric. Metal ferrules in Whisper of 
Gold. Chair is packaged and sold 1 per carton. 

FABRIC: 2994-34CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

SABOT

Ivory

2994-34CC

Ivory Painted 
Faux Shagreen

For an updated interpretation of a classic French Bergere chair, the Sabot offers ultra-refined details. This lower-backed chair has a 
signature exposed wood frame painted in Ivory. The outback is completed in Ivory faux shagreen. The material on the interior frame 
and tight seat is lustrous cotton-linen blend velvet. Sabot’s tall, square legs taper and finish with Whisper of Gold metal ferrules. 



Ivory

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2994-34CC

Ivory Painted Faux Shagreen



SKU: CLA-424-404

DIMENSIONS: 46 dia x 17.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Taupe Silver Leaf. Base finished in 
Almost Black. Hidden casters for mobility.

FINISH:

COCKTAIL COUTURE ROUND COCKTAIL TABLE

Taupe Silver 
Leaf

Almost Black

A designer’s dream, this round cocktail table will work anywhere that calls for a little refined elegance. A demurely Taupe Silver Leaf 
finish has a hint of sparkle and the fade-away black base in Almost Black secures this design in place. Group two or three together 
for a real crowd pleaser!



Clipper Armless Chair
UPH-023-AS1-A

31W x 36D x 31H

Clipper Corner Sofa
UPH-023-WE1-A
48W x 48D x 31H

Clipper LAF Sofa
UPH-023-LS1-A

72W x 37D x 31H

PAIRS WELL WITH...



SKU: CLA-424-414

DIMENSIONS: 18 dia x 24.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Taupe Sliver Leaf. Base finished in 
Almost Black.

FINISH:

COCKTAIL COUTURE ROUND END TABLE

Taupe Silver 
Leaf

Almost Black

Drum-shaped end tables are all the rage because their cylindrical shape can snuggle up against a sofa, park against a chair or 
stand alone in a corner as the base of a piece of art. This piece shimmers in Taupe Silver Leaf with slim a plinth base in Almost Black.



SKU: CLA-424-417

DIMENSIONS: 20.0W x 20.0D x 24.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Taupe Silver Leaf. Base finished in 
Almost Black.

FINISH:

COCKTAIL COUTURE SQUARE END TABLE

Taupe Silver 
Leaf

Almost Black

Not all end tables in a room need to match. This piece is the perfect accompaniment to our drum-shaped Cocktail Couture tables. 
Like its companion piece, this square option shimmers in Taupe Silver Leaf with slim a plinth base in Almost Black.



Taupe Silver Leaf

FINISH:

Almost Black







SKU: UPH-424-WE1-C

DIMENSIONS: 49.75W x 36.25D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY WEDGE

Almost Black

2794-60CC

Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a dark peacock blue velvet, its curved 
profile is complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a 
shapely back button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost 
Black while its metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama 
wherever it goes.



SKU: UPH-424-RH1-C

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 45.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY RAF CHAISE

Almost Black

2794-60CC

Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a dark peacock blue velvet, its curved 
profile is complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a 
shapely back button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost 
Black while its metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama 
wherever it goes.



SKU: UPH-424-LH1-C

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 45.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY LAF CHAISE

Almost Black

2794-60CC

Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a dark peacock blue velvet, its curved 
profile is complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a 
shapely back button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost 
Black while its metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama 
wherever it goes.



SKU: UPH-424-RS1-C

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 47.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY RAF SOFA

Almost Black

2794-60CC

Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a dark peacock blue velvet, its curved 
profile is complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a 
shapely back button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost 
Black while its metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama 
wherever it goes.



SKU: UPH-424-LS1-C

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 47.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY LAF SOFA

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a dark peacock blue velvet, its curved 
profile is complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a 
shapely back button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost 
Black while its metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama 
wherever it goes.

2794-60CC



Almost Black

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-60CC

Champagne Gold



Circle In Time
CLA-419-402
25 dia x 15H

Cocktail Couture Round End 
Table

CLA-424-414
18 dia x 24H

Cocktail Couture Round Cocktail 
Table

CLA-424-404
46 dia x 17H

PAIRS WELL WITH...

Resonance
CLA-424-407

66W x 25D x 22.5H







SKU: UPH-424-WE1-D

DIMENSIONS: 49.75W x 36.25D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY WEDGE

Almost Black

2794-34CC

Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its metal 
tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it goes.



SKU: UPH-424-RH1-D

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 45.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY RAF CHAISE

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.

FABRIC:

2794-34CC



SKU: UPH-424-LH1-D

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 45.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY LAF CHAISE

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.

2794-34CC



SKU: UPH-424-RS1-D

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 47.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY RAF SOFA

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.

2794-34CC



SKU: UPH-424-LS1-D

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 47.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY LAF SOFA

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.

2794-34CC



Almost Black

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-34CC

Champagne Gold



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Circle In Time
CLA-419-402
25 dia x 15H

All Around
CLA-419-401

18.5 dia x 17H







SKU: UPH-424-WE1-E

DIMENSIONS: 49.75W x 36.25D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY WEDGE

Almost Black

2794-82CC

Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.



SKU: UPH-424-RH1-E

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 45.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY RAF CHAISE

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.

FABRIC:

2794-82CC



SKU: UPH-424-LH1-E

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 45.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY LAF CHAISE

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.

2794-82CC



SKU: UPH-424-RS1-E

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 47.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY RAF SOFA

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.

2794-82CC



SKU: UPH-424-LS1-E

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 47.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY LAF SOFA

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.

2794-82CC



Almost Black

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-82CC

Champagne Gold



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Circle In Time
CLA-419-402
25 dia x 15H

All Around
CLA-419-401

18.5 dia x 17H







SKU: UPH-424-WE1-F

DIMENSIONS: 49.75W x 36.25D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY WEDGE

Almost Black

2794-44CC

Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.



SKU: UPH-424-RH1-F

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 45.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY RAF CHAISE

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.

FABRIC:

2794-44CC



SKU: UPH-424-LH1-F

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 45.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY LAF CHAISE

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.

2794-82CC



SKU: UPH-424-RS1-F

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 47.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY RAF SOFA

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.

2794-44CC



SKU: UPH-424-LS1-F

DIMENSIONS: 64.0W x 47.5D x 32.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd wedge with loose seat cushions. Tufted 
inback. Exposed wood finished in Almost Black. Metal legs 
finished in Champagne Gold 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

THREE’S COMPANY LAF SOFA

Almost Black Champagne 
Gold

This regal sectional makes a dramatic showpiece that emanates glamour. Upholstered in a light neutral, its curved profile is 
complemented by sumptuous comfort. Reflecting the gracious elegance of the Hollywood Regency era, it features a shapely back 
button-tufted with vertical, cuff link-inspired gold metal bars. Its lower edge and outer arms are trimmed in Almost Black while its 
metal tapered feet are finished in Champagne Gold. Artful from edge to edge, this statement piece creates drama wherever it 
goes.

2794-44CC



Almost Black

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-44CC

Champagne Gold



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Circle In Time
CLA-419-402
25 dia x 15H

All Around
CLA-419-401

18.5 dia x 17H



SKU: UPH-419-231-B

DIMENSIONS: 27.25W x 27.25D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Tight seat and back. Custom designed cast brass 
frame with white enamel inlay. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-60CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

GLIMMER OF HOPE

Gold Brush

2794-60CC

Bold in character, this dazzling chair is unique in every way. Its one-of-a-kind shape was born from design exploration of the organic 
beauty and inspiration found in nature. Cast in solid brass and finished in Gold Brush with white enamel, it has the feel of branches 
or coral reaching up toward the light. Richly upholstered in a soft, textured neutral, this remarkable creation conveys an attitude of 
modern opulence.



Gold Brush

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-60CC



SKU: UPH-419-231-C

DIMENSIONS: 27.25W x 27.25D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Tight seat and back. Custom designed cast brass 
frame with white enamel inlay. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-40CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

GLIMMER OF HOPE

Gold Brush

2794-40CC

Bold in character, this dazzling chair is unique in every way. Its one-of-a-kind shape was born from design exploration of the organic 
beauty and inspiration found in nature. Cast in solid brass and finished in Gold Brush with white enamel, it has the feel of branches 
or coral reaching up toward the light. Richly upholstered in a soft, textured neutral, this remarkable creation conveys an attitude of 
modern opulence.



Gold Brush

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-40CC



SKU: UPH-419-231-D

DIMENSIONS: 27.25W x 27.25D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Tight seat and back. Custom designed cast brass 
frame with white enamel inlay. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2794-29CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

GLIMMER OF HOPE

Gold Brush

2794-29CC

Bold in character, this dazzling chair is unique in every way. Its one-of-a-kind shape was born from design exploration of the organic 
beauty and inspiration found in nature. Cast in solid brass and finished in Gold Brush with white enamel, it has the feel of branches 
or coral reaching up toward the light. Richly upholstered in a soft, textured neutral, this remarkable creation conveys an attitude of 
modern opulence.



Gold Brush

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-29CC





SKU: M090-018-CR1-B

DIMENSIONS: 54.0W x 54.0D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered sofa. Loose seat and back cushion. 
Back center wood shelf. Wood finish in Pyrite. Back center 
wood shelf with pop-up power station. 

FABRIC: Fabric: Body 21006-34CC-Performance 
Pillow Fabric: 2-21” x 21” Pillows with 2” Boxing 21007-34CC; 
1-18” x 18” Pillows with 2” Boxing 21006-34CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

I’M SHELF-ISH CORNER SOFA

Pyrite

21006-34CC-P 
Performance

21007-34CC

A thoughtfully designed center wedge that features a wood shelf finished in Pyrite and provides a place for snacks and beverages 
while concealing a pop-up with multinational AC and USB charging plugs. Destined to be a favorite spot for resting and relaxing, 
this piece is upholstered in a neutral, linen-like fabric with a small, modern herringbone pattern. Accent pillows in shades of slate and 
goldenrod add impact and style.



SKU: M090-018-LS1-B

DIMENSIONS: 66.0W x 37.75D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsetered sofa. Loose seat and back cushions. 
Wide shelf arm. Angular wood base. Wood finish in Pyrite. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21006-34CC-P Performance; 
Pillow Fabric: 1-21” x 21” Pillows with 2” Boxing 21007-34CC; 
1-18” x 18” Pillows with 2” Boxing 21006-34CC-P Performance; 
1-20” x 14” Pillows with 2” Boxing 21003-44CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

I’M SHELF-ISH LAF SOFA

Pyrite

21006-34CC-P 
Performance

21007-34CC 21003-44CC

Create a destination in your home with the refined character and comfort of this stunning sectional sofa. Unique by design, its seat 
cushions nest under a wide shelf-arm creating statement-making style. Destined to be a favorite spot for resting and relaxing, this 
sectional is upholstered in a neutral, linen-like fabric with a small, modern herringbone pattern. An angular wood base finished in 
Pyrite cradles the frame and imparts a finishing touch that grounds its design presence.



SKU: M090-018-RS1-B

DIMENSIONS: 66.0W x 37.75D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsetered sofa. Loose seat and back cushions. 
Wide shelf arm. Angular wood base. Wood finish in Pyrite. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21006-34CC-P Performance; 
Pillow Fabric: 1-21” x 21” Pillows with 2” Boxing 21007-34CC; 
1-18” x 18” Pillows with 2” Boxing 21006-34CC-P Performance; 
1-20” x 14” Pillows with 2” Boxing 21003-44CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

I’M SHELF-ISH RAF SOFA

Pyrite

21006-34CC-P 
Performance

21007-34CC 21003-44CC

Create a destination in your home with the refined character and comfort of this stunning sectional sofa. Unique by design, its seat 
cushions nest under a wide shelf-arm creating statement-making style. Destined to be a favorite spot for resting and relaxing, this 
sectional is upholstered in a neutral, linen-like fabric with a small, modern herringbone pattern. An angular wood base finished in 
Pyrite cradles the frame and imparts a finishing touch that grounds its design presence.



SKU: M090-018-031-B

DIMENSIONS: 45.0W x 37.0D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholstered chair. Loose seat and back cushions. 
Wide shelf arm. Angular wood base. Wood finish in Pyrite. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21006-34CC-P Peformance; 
Pillow Fabric: 1-18” x 18” Pillows with 2” Boxing 21006-34CC-P 
Performance;

FABRIC:

FINISH:

I’M SHELF-ISH CHAIR

Pyrite

21006-34CC-P 
Performance

21007-34CC

Embodying design without limits, this sublime chair adds rich character to a space. Understated charm emanates comes from its 
clean, linear profile where its seat cushion nests under a wide shelf-arm. Inspired by modern organic design, it features a neutral, 
linen-like textured fabric. An angular wood base finished in Pyrite cradles the frame and imparts a finishing touch that grounds its 
design presence.



Pyrite

FABRIC:

FINISH:

21006-34CC-P Performance 21007-34CC 21003-44CC



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Cool and Classic
CLA-019-4010

48W x 48D x 20H



SKU: M100-419-032-C

DIMENSIONS: 30.0W x 35.75D x 42.75H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd chair. Loose seat cushion. Tight angular 
back with seam detail. Slim wood frame finished in Elegant 
Linen. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric:2794-44CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

BOUNDLESS

Elegant Linen

2794-44CC

The newest edition to the Boundless Chair grouping, this interpretation is in camel-colored angora like velvet with a thin birch frame 
and legs finished in Elegant Linen. This upholstered chair is distinguished by its high, angular back with winged tips, a piece designed 
to make a statement in any room. 



Elegant Linen

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2794-44CC



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Aperture
CLA-424-422
19 dia x 25H



SKU: CLA-424-406

DIMENSIONS: 52.0W x 52.0D x 17.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Almond Milk. Metal trim in Whisper of 
Gold. Wood posts finished in Oracle. Ships KD

FINISH:

I’LL TAKE THE CORNER COCKTAIL TABLE

Almond Milk Oracle Whisper of Gold

Instantly elevating, this square cocktail table brings a beautiful balance of linear forms and light. Its Almond Milk tabletop and shelf 
appear to float within Oracle posts, for a look that stirs interest, without imposing. Whisper of Gold metal accents create shimmer and 
moments for reflection. Centers a room, and offers ample space to style books and decor, above and beneath.



SKU: CLA-424-416

DIMENSIONS: 22.0W x 22.0D x 20.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Almond Milk. Metal trim in Whisper of 
Gold. Wood posts finished in Oracle. Ships KD

FINISH:

I’LL TAKE THE CORNER END TABLE

Almond Milk Oracle Whisper of Gold



Almond Milk

FINISH:

Oracle Whisper of Gold



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Clipper Armless Chair
UPH-023-AS1-A

31W x 36D x 31H

Clipper LAF Sofa
UPH-023-LS1-A

72W x 37D x 31H

Clipper RAF Sofa
UPH-023-RS1-A

72W x 37D x 31H













SKU: M050-017-CR1-C

DIMENSIONS: 39.0W x 39.0D x 28.25H (in)

FEATURES: Recessed wood plinth base. Cut-out frame detail 
around outside arm and back. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21006-35CC; 
Pillow Fabric: 1-19 x 19 Pillow - 2794-81CC;  
1-18 x 18 Pillow - 21004-35CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

FUSION CORNER UNIT

Simply Black

21006-35CC 2794-81CC 21004-35CC

Designed to work with the Fusion Armless Chair, this touchably soft corner unit pulls the whole sectional together to create any sofa 
configuration you can imagine. Its modern tailoring uses an Oatmeal woven slub on the seat and back pillow that feature Blendown 
so you sink into their softness. The down accent pillow is covered with a chunky ivory/black/brown tweed. A cut-out boxing design 
around the outside back and a recessed wood plinth base in Simply Black are the finishing touches.



SKU: M050-017-AC1-C

DIMENSIONS: 36.25W x 29.0D x 28.25H (in)

FEATURES: Recessed wood plinth base. Cut-out frame detail 
around outside back. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21006-35CC; 
Pillow Fabric: 1-24 x 16 Pillow - 21006-79CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

FUSION ARMLESS CHAIR

Simply Black

This fully upholstered armless chair is designed to pair with the Fusion corner unit to create the configuration you need for your living 
space. Perfectly sized and deeply comfortable, it’s tailored to perfection in an Oatmeal woven slub. The seat and back pillow use 
Blendown so you sink into their softness. One down accent pillow is covered with a chunky ivory/black/brown tweed the other is 
covered in Mink velvet. A cut-out boxing design around the outside back and a recessed wood plinth base in Simply Black complete 
this piece’s distinctive aesthetic style.

21006-35CC 21006-79CC



SKU: M050-017-041-C

DIMENSIONS: 36.25W x 39.0D x 17.5H (in)

FEATURES: Recessed wood plinth base. Cut-out frame detail 
around outside back. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21006-35CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

FUSION OTTOMAN

Simply Black

21006-35CC

Casually elegant, this fully upholstered ottoman is designed to complement the Modern Fusion sectional. Perfectly sized, it’s tailored to 
perfection in an Oatmeal woven slub. A recessed wood plinth base in Simply Black completes this piece’s distinctive aesthetic style.



Simply Black

FABRIC:

FINISH:

21006-35CC 2794-81CC 21004-35CC



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Cartesian
CLA-422-405

40W x 40D x 16.25H



SKU: CLA-424-405

DIMENSIONS: 48.0W x 48.0D x 17.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case in Black Stained Ash. Open storage area.

FINISH:

BOXCAR

Black Stained 
Ash

As the center of your conversation area, the Boxcar cocktail table lends authentic warmth and character. Its clean geometric lines 
are brought to life with the organic beauty of Black Stained Ash veneers formed in an artistic alternating pattern across the tabletop. 
Designed with an open storage area, finished in a contrasting Lucent Bronze Oak, this cocktail table’s timeless form is bolstered by 
thoughtful functionality—creating just the place to stow magazines or a favorite knitted throw. 



SKU: CLA-424-415

DIMENSIONS: 21.0W x 27.0D x 27.5H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Black Stained Ash. One drawer with 
undermount guides. Open storage area. 

FINISH:

BRIDGES

Black Stained 
Ash

Every statement sofa needs a perfect mate by its side and this one is a head-turner. Boasting an architecturally informed silhouette, 
the Bridges side table stands on its own with true design merit. Each elegant plane in its structured shape is highlighted with the 
natural warmth of Black Stained Ash with an open storage area, finished in a contrasting Lucent Bronze Oak. A drawer and open 
storage area make this distinctive piece an essential for any well-designed living space.



Black Stained Ash

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Edge Armless Chair
M100-419-AC1-B

38W x 40D x 27.5H

Edge Corner
M100-419-CR1-B

41W x 41D x 27.5H

Edge LAF Loveseat
M100-419-LL1-B

75.75W x 40D x 27.5H

Edge RAF Loveseat
M100-419-RL1-B

75.75W x 40D x 27.5H



SKU: UPH-424-131-A

DIMENSIONS: 32.25W x 35.25D x 41.0H (in)

FEATURES: Upholsterd chair. Frame finished in Modern Walnut 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 2976-87CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

WHATS NEW PUSSYCAT?

Modern Walnut

2976-87CC-P 
Performance

This unique wing chair truly embodies Scandinavian style with the element of the wood detail across the outback finished in Modern 
Walnut. Its gracefully sloped arms and soft round back embrace you for cozy comfort in style, also in keeping with the authentic 
Scandinavian attributes.



Modern Walnut

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2976-87CC-P Performance



SKU: M110-019-211-C

DIMENSIONS: 85.0W x 38.25D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Slim tapered metal legs with decorative bracket. 
Loose seat and back cushions. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21005-79CC with Back and Seat Cushion 
contrast welt U67002  Pillow Fabric: 2-20 x 20 Pillows - 21007-
70CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

85 REMIX SOFA

Smoked 
Stainless

21005-79CC 21007-70CC

Updated and relevant, this fully upholstered sofa is suspended on thin, tapered metal legs in Smoked Stainless with decorative leg 
brackets and loose seat and back Blendown cushions. This piece features a track arm and lower back. This silhouette is upholstered 
to perfection in a grey wool blend woven with a contrasting tan leather welt. 



SKU: M110-019-212-C

DIMENSIONS: 110.0W x 38.25D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Slim tapered metal legs with decorative bracket. 
Loose seat and back cushions. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21005-79CC with Back and Seat Cushion 
contrast welt U67002 
Pillow Fabric: 2-20 x 20 Pillows 21007-70CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

��� REMIX SOFA

Smoked 
Stainless

21005-79CC 21007-70CC

Updated and relevant, this fully upholstered sofa is suspended on thin, tapered metal legs in Smoked Stainless with decorative leg 
brackets and loose seat and back Blendown cushions. This piece features a track arm and lower back. This silhouette is upholstered 
to perfection in a grey wool blend woven with a contrasting tan leather welt. 



SKU: M110-019-231-C

DIMENSIONS: 32.5W x 38.0D x 32.5H (in)

FEATURES: Slim tapered metal legs with decorative bracket. 
Loose seat and back cushions. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21005-79CC with Back and Seat Cushion 
contrast welt U67002

FABRIC:

FINISH:

REMIX CHAIR

Smoked 
Stainless

21005-79CC

Modern meets classic in the perfect remix of a timeless track-arm chair silhouette updated with a suspended frame, slim tapered 
metal legs, decorative leg brackets and loose seat and back cushions. This version marries a grey wool blend woven fabric with grey 
and camel chunky tweed woven fabric pillows. A contrasting faux leather braided welt in Tan trims the body sitting upon exposed 
legs in Smoked Stainless.



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Nexus
CLA-424-441

56.5W x 15D x 33H

Full Break End Table
CLA-423-414

22W x 17D x 23H

Full Break
CLA-023-405

54W x 27D x 15H

Full Break
CLA-423-404

54W x 27D x 15H







SKU: M110-019-AC1-C

DIMENSIONS: 36.0W x 37.25D x 33.0H (in)

FEATURES: Slim tapered metal legs with decorative bracket. 
Loose seat and back cushions. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21005-79CC with Back and Seat Cushion 
Contrast welt U67002
Pillow Fabric: 1-20 x 20 Pillow 21007-70CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

REMIX ARMLESS CHAIR

Smoked 
Stainless

21005-79CC 21007-70CC

The centerpiece of the Remix sectional is the Remix Armless chair. This s armless option affords a clean silhouette updated with a 
suspended frame, slim tapered metal legs, and loose seat and back Blendown cushions. This silhouette is upholstered to perfection in 
a grey wool blend woven with a contrasting tan leather welt.



SKU: M110-019-CR1-C

DIMENSIONS: 37.25W x 37.25D x 33.0H (in)

FEATURES: Slim tapered metal legs with decorative bracket. 
Loose seat and back cushions. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21005-79CC with Back and Seat Cushion 
contrast welt U67002  
Pillow Fabric: 1-20 x 20 Pillow - 21007-70CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

REMIX CORNER

Smoked 
Stainless

If an updated sectional is what you need for seating flexibility, we have a stylish piece that uses a mix of textural materials for classic 
appeal. Start with the Remix Corner piece that affords a clean silhouette updated with a suspended frame, slim tapered metal legs, 
decorative leg brackets and loose seat and back Blendown cushions. A track arm is on the left side of the piece. This silhouette is 
upholstered to perfection in a grey wool blend woven with a contrasting tan leather welt.

21005-79CC 21007-70CC



SKU: M110-019-RC1-C

DIMENSIONS: 40.0W x 37.25D x 33.0H (in)

FEATURES: Slim tapered metal legs with decorative bracket. 
Loose seat and back cushions. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21005-79CC with Back and Seat Cushion 
contrast welt U67002  
Pillow Fabric: 1-20 x 20 Pillow 21007-70CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

REMIX RIGHT ARM CHAIR

Smoked 
Stainless

21005-79CC 21007-70CC

Add a right arm chair to the Remix sectional. It uses a mix of textural materials for classic appeal. This piece affords a clean silhouette 
updated with a suspended frame, slim tapered metal legs, decorative leg brackets and loose seat and back Blendown cushions. 
This silhouette is upholstered to perfection in a grey wool blend woven with a contrasting tan leather welt.



SKU: M110-019-LC1-C

DIMENSIONS: 40.0W x 37.25D x 33.0H (in)

FEATURES: Slim tapered metal legs with decorative bracket. 
Loose seat and back cushions. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 21005-79CC with Back and Seat Cushion 
contrast welt U67002  
Pillow Fabric: 1-20 x 20 Pillow 21007-70CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

REMIX LEFT ARM CHAIR

Smoked 
Stainless

21005-79CC 21007-70CC

Add a left arm chair to the Remix sectional. It uses a mix of textural materials for classic appeal. This piece affords a clean silhouette 
updated with a suspended frame, slim tapered metal legs, decorative leg brackets and loose seat and back Blendown cushions. A 
track arm is on the right side of the piece. This silhouette is upholstered to perfection in a grey wool blend woven with a contrasting 
tan leather welt.



Smoked Stainless

FABRIC:

FINISH:

21005-79CC 21007-70CC



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Bridges
CLA-420-418

21W x 27D x 27.5H

Boxcar
CLA-420-4012

48W x 48D x 17H



SKU: M110-019-234-B

DIMENSIONS: 30.5W x 30.0D x 30.5H (in)

FEATURES: Metal frame in Smoked Stainless. Exposed metal 
base with tall tapered leg. Tight barrel back. Loose seat 
cushion. 

FABRIC: Body Fabric: 9191-78CC

FABRIC:

FINISH:

REBOUND

Smoked 
Stainless

9191-78CC

A charismatic modern barrel chair offers smart styling in soft camel pebbled leather with a Smoked Stainless metal base and tapered 
legs. Generously scaled, the intriguing mix of materials are a whimsical play on a classic cask design. Place this modern marvel 
anywhere you want a bit of WOW or put two together by the fireplace for a modern conversation area.



Smoked Stainless

FABRIC:

FINISH:

9191-78CC



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Counter Balance Sofa
UPH-022-012-A

98W x 38.5D x 25.75H

Aperture
CLA-424-422
19 dia x 25H



SKU: M131-424-531

DIMENSIONS: 82.0W x 20.0D x 24.0H (in)

FEATURES: Top frame in Dry Martini with inset Frosted Smoked 
Bronze glass. Table tiers in Dry Martini and Neutral Metallic. 
Open storage area, Three drawers with fronts in frosted 
Smoked Bronze glass with touch latch undermount guides. 
Plinth base in Neutral Metallic

FINISH:

LA MODA MEDIA

Dry Martini Neutral Metallic

Enhancing the “La Moda” suit of pieces, La Moda Media Console is distinguished by the architectural offset stacking of mixed 
materials. The top frame showcases Koto veneer wood finished in Dry Martini and inset with Smoked Bronze mirrored glass. The table 
tiers are Koto in Dry Martini with a Neutral Metallic finish. There is a three-drawer storage area with touch latches and Smoked Bronze 
mirrored glass fronts. The plinth base is finished in Neutral Metallic. 



SKU: M131-424-411

DIMENSIONS: 21.0W x 21.0D x 22.25H (in)

FEATURES: Top frame in Dry Martini with inset Frosted Smoked 
Bronze glass. Case finished Dry Martini. Two drawers with fronts 
in Frosted Bronze glass with softclose undermount guides.

FINISH:

LA MODA END TABLE PETITE

Dry Martini

Perfectly sized as an end table, the architectural offset stacking of mixed materials makes this look memorable. The top frame 
showcases Koto wood finished in Dry Martini and inset with Smoked Bronze mirrored glass. The table tiers are Koto in Dry Martini with a 
Neutral Metallic finish. Two soft-close drawers are fronted with bronze mirrors. Features open center storage for displaying books and 
objects. The plinth base is finished in Neutral Metallic paint. Hidden casters are included for ease of movement. 



SKU: M131-424-401

DIMENSIONS: 60.0W x 28.0D x 15.75H (in)

FEATURES: Top frame in Dry Martini with inset Frosted Bronze 
glass. Table tiers in Dry Martini and Neutral Metallic. Plinth base 
in Dry Martini. Casters for mobility.

FINISH:

LA MODA COCKTAIL TABLE PETITE

Dry Martini Neutral Metallic

A smaller version of our La Moda Cocktail Table, this piece is distinguished by the architectural offset stacking of mixed materials. 
The top frame showcases Koto wood finished in Dry Martini and inset with Smoked Bronze mirrored glass. The table tiers are Koto 
in Dry Martini with a Neutral Metallic finish. The plinth base is finished in Neutral Metallic paint. Features hidden casters for ease of 
movement. 



Dry Martini

FINISH:

Neutral Metallic



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Remix Sofa
M110-019-211-A

85W x 38.25D x 32.5H



SKU: CLA-424-423

DIMENSIONS: 0.0W x 0.0D x 25.0H (in)

FEATURES: Case finished in Brushed Deep Bronze.

FINISH:

GOOD AS GOLD

Brushed Deep 
Bronze

Brushed Deep Bronze has been crafted into a lyrically scalloped, columnar side table. The slight raised edge around the top keeps 
drinks in place. This piece is perfect for reflecting the party around you.



Brushed Deep Bronze

FINISH:



SKU: CLA-424-424

DIMENSIONS: 0.0W x 0.0D x 25.0H (in)

FEATURES: Base finished in Taupe Silver Leaf. Top is cast bubble 
glass.

FINISH:

SPY GLASS

Taupe Silver 
Leaf

Bold and bubbly, this artful accent table delights the eye with its alluring design. A substantial, bevel-cut top in cast bubble glass 
adds sparkle to a reimagined, hourglass-shaped base, finished in a mix of shimmering silver leaf finishes. Captivating in form and 
function, it layers in light and a cool metallic, while offering the perfect place for a chilled cocktail and your favorite spy novel.



Taupe Silver Leaf

FINISH:



SKU: CLA-424-421

DIMENSIONS: 22.5W x 12.5D x 26.0H (in)

FEATURES: Table finished in Charcoal Leaf.

FINISH:

END QUOTE

Charcoal Leaf

A witty little drink table that promises to stimulate quotable conversations. Use it alone to flaunt its interesting shape or use two that 
hug each other in a yin and yang configuration to form a single, circular side table. Either way, your guests are sure to be captivated 
by the table’s unique Charcoal Leaf finish.



Charcoal Leaf

FINISH:



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Whats New Pussycat?
UPH-424-131-A

32.25W x 35.25D x 41H









SKU: M150-023-231-B

DIMENSIONS: 42.0W x 38.0D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Fully Upholstered Base finish Lucent Bronze Metallic 
Paint 

FABRIC: Body: 2976-87CC-P Performance; 
Contrast welt 2968-87CC-P Performance 
Pillow Fabric: 1-23 x 14 Pillow 2968-87CC-P

FABRIC:

FINISH:

MARBELLA CHAIR

Lucent Bronze 
Metallic Paint

Inviting from any angle, this Italian-style chair introduces a style that is luxe yet livable. Fully upholstered, its enveloping, modern form 
is accentuated by strategically placed seams and a contrast welt. The pillow adds tactile appeal and a cozy finishing touch.

2976-87CC-P 
Performance

2968-87CC-P 
Performance



SKU: M150-023-WE1-B

DIMENSIONS: 38.0W x 38.0D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Fully Upholstered Base finish Lucent Bronze Metallic 
Paint 

FABRIC: Body: 2976-87CC-P Performance: Contrast welt 
2968-87CC-P Performance 
Pillow Fabric: 1-24  x 14 Pillow - 2968-87CC-P

FABRIC:

FINISH:

MARBELLA CORNER WEDGE

Lucent Bronze 
Metallic Paint

Inviting from any angle, this modular, Italian-style sectional is luxe yet livable, with three pieces that let you create the perfect space 
for gathering. Fully upholstered, its clean lined, modern form is accentuated by strategically placed seams and a  contrast welt.  
Included are pillows that add tactile appeal and a cozy finishing touch.

2976-87CC-P 
Performance

2968-87CC-P 
Performance



SKU: M150-023-041-B

DIMENSIONS: 38.0W x 38.0D x 15.0H (in)

FEATURES: Fully upholstered ottoman Wood finish in Lucent 
Bonze Metallic Paint. 

FABRIC: Body 2976-87CC-P Performance
Welt 2968-87CC-P Performance

FABRIC:

FINISH:

MARBELLA OTTOMAN

Lucent Bronze 
Metallic Paint

A plush prop or chic extra seat, this ottoman introduces a clean lined modern form with endless function. Designed to configure with 
our Marbella sectional, or style on its own. Fully upholstered with strategically placed seams and a contrast welt.

2976-87CC-P 
Performance

2968-87CC-P 
Performance



SKU: M150-023-AC1-B

DIMENSIONS: 38.0W x 38.0D x 27.0H (in)

FEATURES: Fully Upholstered Base finish Lucent Bronze Metallic 
Paint 

FABRIC: Body: 2976-87CC-P Performance;  
Contrast welt 2968-87CC-P Performance 
Pillow Fabric: 1-26 x 14 Pillow - 2968-87CC-P

FABRIC:

FINISH:

MARBELLA ARMLESS CHAIR

Lucent Bronze 
Metallic Paint

Inviting from any angle, this modular, Italian-style sectional is luxe yet livable, with three pieces that let you create the perfect space 
for gathering. Fully upholstered, its clean lined, modern form is accentuated by strategically placed seams and a  contrast welt.

2976-87CC-P 
Performance

2968-87CC-P 
Performance



Lucent Bronze Metallic Paint

FABRIC:

FINISH:

2976-87CC-P 2968-87CC-P



PAIRS WELL WITH...

Seychelles Accent Table
M151-023-413
20 dia x 18H

Seychelles Cocktail Table
M151-023-401

62.5W x 40D x 15.5H



SKU: M151-424-401

DIMENSIONS: 54.0W x 27.0D x 15.0H (in)

FEATURES: Crème Travertine top. Metal support in Lucent 
Bronze Metallic. Bottom wood panel in Sabbia.

FINISH:

CAPE VERDE COCKTAIL TABLE

Lucent Bronze 
Metallic

Sabbia

The cubist inspiration of Mondrian comes to life in three dimensions in the Cape Verde Cocktail Table. A generous slab of Light 
Crème travertine marble sits atop thin, juxtaposing thin metal support beams in Lucent Bronze Metallic. Grounding the piece is a 
wood shelf in warm Sabia. This table is the one to add to a modern room where it can be a centerpiece of conversation. 



SKU: M151-424-411

DIMENSIONS: 23.0W x 23.0D x 23.0H (in)

FEATURES: Crème Travertine top. Metal support in Lucent 
Bronze Metallic. Bottom wood panel in Sabbia.

FINISH:

CAPE VERDE END TABLE

Lucent Bronze 
Metallic

Sabbia

Proportioned as a perfect cube, Mondrian-esque inspiration comes to life as an end table. A slab of Light Crème travertine marble 
sits atop thin, juxtaposing thin metal support beams in Lucent Bronze Metallic. Grounding the piece is a wood shelf in warm Sabia. 
Opening and inspiring, it is a piece of artwork that will add interest to your living room or study. 



Lucent Bronze Metallic

FINISH:

Sabbia


